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by Marisa Carroll
Co-Editor in Chief

“When you throw in with this arrogant, 1% mayor you make a 
deal with the devil”

     After a week and a half break, Chi-
cago Public School students are back 
in class. The teachers are no longer on 
strike but, thanks to Karen Lewis’s Chi-
cago Teachers Union, the city is not go-
ing back to business as usual. Although 
not all of their requests were fi lled, the 
union won the strike. It also gave a 
major blow to Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s 
plan to privatize the education system, 
a vision he shares with New York’s 
Mayor Bloomberg. What’s more, after 
a major letdown in Wisconsin this past 
summer, the union has put collective 
bargaining back on the map.

I am a product of twelve years in 
the Chicago Public Schools system. I 
attended both local and magnet pub-
lic schools. The success of my high 
school—a Stuyvesant-style test heavy, 
city-wide college prep—is often cited as 
why Arne Duncan was appointed Secre-
tary of Education, even if my neighbor-
hood's public high school was, like so 
many other schools in the city, running 
into the ground. Though the last Chi-
cago Teachers Union strike occurred in 
1987, a decade before I was a CPS stu-
dent, growing up I always heard groans 
about the CTU from Mayor Daley, local 
newscasters, and Board of Education 
reps I'd watch on public access TV 
(Which I totally recommend if you're 
into people watching, by the way. Those 
hearings always get berserk.) My favor-
ite CTU critic is my dad, since he's the 
type of lifetime government employee 
whose civil service has made him the 
world's crankiest anarchist. Declara-
tions like "when you throw in with this 
arrogant, 1% mayor you make a deal 
with the devil" are pretty standard in 
his emails. If the Muppet's old cranks 
Statler and Waldorf had "Da Bears 
Superfans" accents and an affi nity for 
White Sox baseball, they'd be my dad.

Though, like any bureaucratic entity, 
the CTU has struggled with corruption, 

it is an unfairly easy target for criticisms 
of Chicago’s schools. Specifi cally, as 
witnessed in coverage of the strike 
this month, teachers' "selfi shness" is 
cited as the main reason behind the 
ire. Students are falling behind, the 
city declares, because tenured teach-
ers are lazy and selfi sh. They are so 
lazy and selfi sh, so the reasoning goes, 
because of the union, which lets them 
fi ght merit pay measures so they don't 
have to work. 
When the 
CTU went on 
strike three 
weeks ago, 
I was heart-
ened by the 
supportive re-
sponse from 
s t u d e n t s , 
parents, and 
much of the 
local media. 
But this lazi-
ness argu-
ment was 
pervasive na-
tionally, so it 
merits further 
exploration. 

While I'm sure you can fi nd a lazy ten-
ured teacher in Chicago—although I've 
never met one, and I've come to know 
a lot of CPS teachers—lazy teacher 
logic never holds up to closer examina-
tion. Consider the merit pay argument: 
"Teachers fi ght merit pay so they don't 
have to work hard and do a better job." 
Between 2007 and 2010, New York 
City's Schoolwide Performance Bonus 
Program awarded $50 million in merit 
pay to teachers, but from Harvard's 
economics department to the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, experts 
and analysts insist that these rewards 
have had little to no impact on quality 
of education. As one of my high school 

teachers Paul Karafi ol, a nationally 
recognized math and curriculum ex-
pert, wrote in the Chicago Sun Times 
last week, "Skills-based tests penal-
ize teachers who emphasize learning 
to think rather than memorizing facts 
that can be Googled. In New York, more 
than 70 teachers of high-performing 
students received scores placing them 
among the worst teachers, in large part 
because they taught critical thinking, 

and used projects to teach higher-level 
reasoning, rather than drilling skills: 
at the end of the year the students’ 
amazingly-high test scores were slight-
ly lower than their even-more-amazing 
scores the previous year." The union 
fought hard—and won—against merit 
pay, more stringent standardized test-
ing, and teacher evaluations to fi ght 
this failing trend in education reform.

Mayor Emanuel did not mention 
these faults when making their case 
against teachers. It is pretty clear 
that, if Emanuel had his way, Chicago 
would replace CPS entirely with charter 
schools and voucher-based programs 
à la Governor Bobby Jindal's Louisiana. 

Nor did most of the national outlets 
covering the CTU strikes give weight to 
the union’s concerns, instead focusing 
on teachers’ calls for more money and 
allegedly outrageous requests, like in-
stalling air conditioning units in class-
rooms (Which is hardly diva behavior; 
after all, the Board of Education had 
to cancel classes this past summer 
because the rooms were dangerously 
hot.) 

This media response may be at-
tributed less to ideology and more to 
basics of the newspaper business. 
First, it is incredibly easy to sell a story 
about money-hungry teachers putting 
their own pocketbooks in front of their 
students' needs. We've been primed 
to buy this story since the union-bust-
ing 1970s, even if it goes against the 
best interests of working class Ameri-
cans. With only 12% of the labor force 
unionized today, the sell is easier than 
ever. The CTU's case was muddied 
further by the liberal media bias we 
like talking about so much (or, more 
accurately, "the center-right party 
Democrat media bias"). The New York 
Times does not want to risk President 
Obama's reelection, so covering the 
biggest strike in recent memory in the 
President's hometown—from which he 
plucked Secretary Duncan—presented 
a particular problem for journalists. Re-
porters took the safest bet: Play down 
the strike’s validity and wait for it to go 
away. 

This time, the media placed their 
bets on the wrong horse, and we now 
see publications revising their take on 
the strike now that it’s won. Will this 
affect how strikes are covered in the 
future? Hopefully. More importantly, 
here’s hoping the CTU strike restores 
some of the public’s faith in unions 
and, if nothing else, let’s us envision 
civic possibilities outside of city priva-
tization.

Rahm Versus the Chicago Teachers Union: Round One Concludes!

Rahm: ever the statesman Rahm: ever the statesman 
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Remotely Good Ideas Continue to Escape Prospective Armory Developers 
Nine ice rinks or an indoor shopping center are being considered for 
Kingsbridge Armory redevelopment project 

The Kingsbridge Armory is a giant, 
empty castle in a kingdom fi lled with 
peasants who peddle free phones and 
buy gold. Sorry, did the word “peas-
ants” just make you squirm? Well, 
unfortunately for your white guilt, the 
Bronx is an area plagued by poverty 
and unemployment. Though its cavern-
ous halls ought to be fi lled with jobs 
and opportunities, for years the Kings-
bridge Armory has remained as empty 
as its surrounding moat. But excitingly 
enough, the abstract promise of eco-
nomic growth is on its way to tangible 
reality. With contractors placing bids 
for redevelopment, the Bronx is won-
dering what will fi ll its looming fortress. 

There are two plans for redevelop-
ment currently under consideration: 
the Kingsbridge National Ice Center, 
which would include nine ice rinks 
(and make the armory into the largest 
ice facility in the world), and Mercado 
Mirabo, a multi-use center proposed 
by Young Woo & Associates, which 
features a basketball court, artisan 
markets, and even a hip hop museum. 
Borough president Reuben Diaz Jr. 
and other prominent city offi cials have 
voiced their support for the ice center 
on account of its guarantee of a living 
wage standard ($10.00 an hour with 
benefi ts and $11.50 without). 

In response to the upcoming decision 
regarding these bids, the Northwest 
Bronx Community and Clergy Coalition 
(NWBCCC) and its Kingsbridge Armory 
Redevelopment Alliance (KARA) orga-
nized a rally, intending to inform the 
community and ensure a positive out-
come for transformative changes set 
to forever alter their neighborhood. As 
NWBCCC president repeated nearly 36 
times over the course of her speech 

and our interview, the goal was to en-
sure their “voice was at the table.” 
However, by the end of the event I re-
mained unsure what precisely McIn-
tosh meant. 

Poetic and generalized pithy phrases 
made many appearances throughout 
the evening. Rally attendees and speak-
ers alike reported that they wanted “a 
living wage standard” and “community 

space” in the armory, yet no one pre-
sented an explicit plan for implement-
ing these goals. I was unsure whether 
McIntosh’s fi gurative table referred lit-
erally to the arts & crafts area at which 
passersby were asked to use various 
Crayola products to “draw what they 
would like to see at the armory.” Unfor-
tunately, washable-marker-on-poster-
paper is not an acceptable medium for 
documents submitted to Community 
Board 7 (which plans to discuss the 
bids at their meeting on October 11). 

When they fi nished painting, NW-
BCCC leaders began making speech-
es. Filled with religious sentiment (and 

many inspired cries of “Amen”), the 
speakers expressed a clear love of 
their father in heaven, but no explicit 
allegiance with either of the potential 
armory developers. “Both of these 
are viable options,” said McIntosh. 
Doug Cunningham, pastor at New Day 
Church and NWBCCC leader echoed a 
similar sentiment. “They both have po-
tential and are worth talking about,” he 

told his audience. For 
Cunningham, an en-
forceable document 
which holds develop-
ers to a living wage 
standard is the single 
most important prior-
ity in moving forward. 

Implementing this 
sort of contract is a 
practical initiative, 
that will require the 
selected bidder re-
sponsibility to the 
community. A living 
wage standard is very 
important for future 
employees in ensur-

ing the Bronx benefi ts from redevelop-
ment. However, the proposed contract 
includes much more than a stipulation 
regarding hourly rates. NWBCCC and 
KARA volunteers distributed a list of 
“Community Benefi ts Principles” which 
included living wage jobs, community 
space, priority access for Bronx resi-
dents, the exclusion of big box retail, 
the creation of non-competitive small 
businesses, and a public school (which 
was not once mentioned at the rally). 

“The Bronx has a certain fl avor,” Mc-
Intosh said of the ultimate goal. “The 
culture of the armory needs to refl ect 
that.” Holistically, these "principles" 

align with Mercado Mirabo, more so 
than the ice center. Yet, ultimately their 
alleged support of either bid directly 
contradicts their demands. Neither 
group expressed an explicit preference 
for one bid over the other, and even 
Woo’s plans for the armory fall short 
(his blueprints most certainly do not 
contain a public school).

The initiatives of both groups are 
inspired and well-intentioned, but ul-
timately unclear. This indecisiveness 
was especially frustrating when jux-
taposed with the anxious crowd, who 
spent the evening buzzing with a clear 
sense of the potential their armory 
contains. Its vacant halls are bursting 
with possibilities, many that could for-
ever alter the long festering economic 
problems of the Bronx. The community 
knows that, and they desperately want 
redevelopment to make the armory the 
best possible thing it can be, but they 
are not sure exactly what that means.

The rally ended as attendees were 
asked to hold their hands up to the 
armory and pray. Literally shaking, 
the speaker screamed into the micro-
phone, begging for the Lord’s assis-
tance in the armory’s redevelopment. 
Requesting divine intervention was eas-
ily the most focused effort produced by 
the two groups over the course of the 
evening. (Although, I hope God isn’t too 
confused about what they’re evening 
asking.) 

Otherwise, the NWBCCC and KARA 
succeeded in affi rming what 18-year-
old Rafael Rodriguez told the Times, 
“You really don’t need that many ice 
rinks.” 

by Lauren Duca
Co-Editor in Chief

Coming Soon: Something Coming Soon: Something 
Stupid Stupid 
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NYPD Bodega Shooting Raises Questions of Justice
Employee accidentally shot during botched 
hostage rescue in South Bronx

Reynaldo Cuevas, age 20, spent an 
ordinary Friday night working at Aneu-
ry’s Deli on Franklin Avenue and 161 
St, when, around 2 AM, tragedy struck.  
Three men, one of whom was armed, 
entered the bodega and ordered Cue-
vas and night manager Felix Mora to 
lay down on the ground.  Guns to their 
heads, Cuevas and Mora did as they 
were told and lay submissively in fear 
as their captors looted the store. A 
nearby witness called 911 and, within 
minutes, offi cers arrived on the scene.  
The suspects tried to fl ee and, in the 
ensuing chaos, Cuevas ran blindly and 
forcefully collided with an offi cer stand-
ing outside, who accidently discharged 
his weapon and fatally shot the young 
man in the shoulder.  

This event has sparked a great deal 
of controversy with many condemning 
the NYPD for how they handled the 
situation.  Watching the security foot-
age, the shooting clearly looks like an 
accident.  However, there are many fac-
tors prior to the collision that, had they 
been different, may have prevented the 
accident.  Allow me to present every 
possibility while you decide for yourself 
who, if anyone, is to blame.

First, there are the three men who 
wreaked havoc on the bodega.  Chris-
topher Dorsey, 17, exited the store al-
most immediately 
and surrendered 
while his genius 
accomplices, Or-
lando Ramos, 32, 
and Ernesto Del-
gado, 28, made a 
ridiculous attempt 
to avoid capture.  
Barricading them-
selves inside, Del-
gado tied Ramos 
up in the base-
ment and, hours later, exited the bo-
dega claiming that they too were hos-
tages.  Say what you want about the 
cops that night; they weren’t THAT stu-
pid, and so they immediately arrested 
the suspects. Ramos and Delgado had 
hidden the gun unloaded with their 
backpack of spoils behind a bag of bird 
seed in the basement. Why these guys 
ever thought they could get away with 

that is beyond me, but kudos for the 
creativity while caught in a corner.  

The Bronx has hundreds of bodegas 
that get robbed. Likely, had no one 

interfered with their scheme, the sus-
pects would have taken their money 
and left with no casualties.  And yet, 
these men are the ones charged with 
felony murder right now in addition to 

their weapons posses-
sion and robbery charg-
es.  Fair?  Some would 
say so, arguing that 
had they never tried to 
rob the store, the mess 
outside would never 
have unfolded.  But to 
others, particularly the 
suspects’ families, the 
charge seems unfair. 
“I think this is a way 
for the state to clean 

their hands--that cop shot him,” said 
Ramos’ brother, Antonia Ramos.   Anna 
Cabrera, grandmother to Christopher 
Dorsey, was especially upset. “He is 
actually a good kid...and he was defi -
nitely peer pressured into this. He has 
never held a gun,” Cabrera remarked. 
Call them stupid criminals; but can you 
really call Dorsey, Ramos, and Delgado 
murderers?

Next, there’s Cuevas.  Forget about 
running head-on into an armed police 
offi cer, which I’m sure we’d all agree is 
a cardinal no-no; he clearly could not 

see where he was going.  But he also 
ran out with his head down and failed 
to raise his hands above his head.  
Raised hands are a clear sign to po-
lice offi cers that you are not about to 
cause trouble, whether you are a cul-
prit surrendering or, in Cuevas’ case, 
an innocent hostage. Night manager 
Mora raised his hands upon exiting the 
bodega and was immediately able to 
reach safety.

Even more unfortunate, Mora played 
a larger role in Cuevas’ death than he 
ever would have intended.  Using ani-
mated gestures, Mora communicated 
to the offi cer that someone inside was 
armed.  Moments later, Cuevas bolted 
out the door.  The offi cer had been an-
ticipating an encounter with a hostile 
opponent, and Cuevas simply ran out 
at an inopportune time.  

Let’s not forget that Cuevas was Do-
minican; much of the controversy sur-
rounding the incident is whether the 
cop, a white guy, saw a person of color 
and instinctively assumed he had to be 
the culprit.  It wouldn’t be the fi rst time 
an innocent man was shot for having 

the “appearance of a criminal;” think 
of Trayvon Martin and his hoodie. Or 
the NYPD’s Stop and Frisk policy, which 
the American Civil Liberties Union 
found targeted blacks or Latinos 90% 
of the time city-wide, even in areas 
where those populations were small 
(Consider Park Slope, where blacks or 
Latinos make up 24% of the population 
but 79% of those stopped and frisked.) 
Or, right here in the Bronx, the Ramar-

ley Graham murder last 
February, another case 
where the NYPD shot and 
killed an innocent young 
man of color.

Finally, we reach the 
offi cer, who, intention 
aside, arguably acted ir-
responsibly.  The 911 
caller established that 
there were hostages 
inside, and procedure 
says to maintain a safe 
distance during hostage 
situations because of-
fi cers risk panicking the 
captors, who then might 
harm the victims. This 
cop stood right outside 
the door.  The offi cer low-
ered his weapon when 
Mora escaped; wouldn’t 
he assume more hos-

tages may follow suit?  Did he really 
expect the culprits to follow one of their 
victims out the same exit and take 
on the cops?  Sure, Cuevas was run-
ning but, if you had just had a gun to 
your head and found a chance to es-
cape, wouldn’t you run too?  The offi cer 
should have used caution, but stand-
ing in the way of an exit with a raised 
weapon during a hostage situation was 
reckless. 

Apparently Police Commissioner Ray 
Kelly disagrees: “the tragedy here, of 
course, is that Mr. Cuevas was shot, 
but I see nothing wrong with the pro-
cedure.” This was the seven-year NYPD 
veteran’s fi rst time fi ring his weapon 
on duty; he has since been placed on 
administrative duty pending an inter-
nal investigation. Whether or not he 
deserves punishment other than liv-
ing with the shame and guilt of killing 
an innocent man is debatable; what is 
certain is that Cuevas’ death is a great 
loss to his grieving family and friends.  
We’ve reviewed the could-have-done’s 
and might-have-been’s, but the fact is 
that nothing can change the events of 
that night; and therein lies the tragedy.

“Likely, had no one inter-
fered with their scheme, 
the suspects would have 
taken their money and 
left with no casualties.  
And yet, these men are 
the ones charged with 
felony murder...”

by Stephanie Colombini
Staff Transfer Student

Offi cers at the scene of the Offi cers at the scene of the 
shooting  at 161st and Franklin shooting  at 161st and Franklin 
AvenueAvenue
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During this past week, images of 
screaming mobs, burning fl ags, and 
smoldering ruins have no doubt fl ashed 
before you on TV or on the internet. In 
the days surrounding the 11th anni-
versary of September 11th, the Mus-
lim world erupted in protests following 
the release of an infl ammatory (albeit 
pathetically amateur) YouTube video 
depicting the Prophet Muhammad as 
a womanizer, fraud, and pedophile. 
Mobs began targeting American con-
sulates and embassies in a number of 
countries, includ-
ing Egypt, Tunisia, 
Yemen, and most 
infamously, Libya. 
It was in the Libyan 
city of Benghazi 
that the protests 
culminated in the 
death of four Amer-
icans, including 
American ambas-
sador Christopher 
Stevens, following 
the assault on the 
complex by a group 
of heavily armed 
protestors.

The fact that all 
this violence and destructive hatred 
has been unleashed by an eight-min-
ute video on YouTube is baffl ing, and 
not surprisingly, it has unleashed a 
plethora of opposing opinions and con-
spiracy theories. Fox News alleges the 
attack on the American consulate was 
premeditated and planned; insurgents 
merely took advantage of the chaos of 
the situation to accomplish their ne-
farious goals. Meanwhile, the Obama 
administration adamantly denies this 
and faults the YouTube video as the 
sole cause of the violence. 

But is either camp right? Odds are 
these explanations are an oversimpli-
fi cation meant to gloss over a major 
failure in foreign policy, a failure that 
inopportunely reared its head just 
months before election season. Is this 
just another unfortunate instance of 
Muslim extremists “overreacting” to an 
unfavorable portrayal of their religion? 
Or is the outpour of anti-American sen-
timents indicative of a larger underly-
ing issue our government simply does 

not want to acknowledge or address? 
In other words, is the YouTube video 
the entire problem, or just the tip of the 
iceberg? There is undoubtedly an ele-
ment of good ol’ fashion popular anger 
against the video for its disturbing alle-
gations, but the sheer breadth and vio-
lence of the attacks suggest a deeper 
problem with American infl uence in the 
region. 

And just what are these issues? For-
get about the two wars we are still try-
ing to extricate ourselves from--thanks 

to the region’s abundance of oil, the 
United States has sought to exert its 
infl uence on the Middle East for the 
better part of three decades.During the 
decades of the Cold War, both the Unit-
ed States and the Soviet Union vied for 
control of the area, routinely propping 
up corrupt leaders such as Iran’s Shah 
in order to cultivate strategic alliances 
in a series of incidents that I am not 
going to get into (google it). The bottom 
line is, the Middle East does not trust 
the United States (among other west-
ern powers, like Great Britain) because 
the relationship between the two is pri-
marily founded on mistrust. Anti-Ameri-
canism has become a staple of Middle 
Eastern politics; I would hazard a guess 
this is because generally people don’t 
like having their countries invaded and 
their resources exploited.

There is also the cultural angle to 
consider. Western culture and philoso-
phy look at the world in a profoundly 
different way than a Middle Eastern/
Muslim perspective, which obviously 

complicates communication and un-
derstanding. And I haven’t even men-
tioned the biggest sore spot: Israel. 
The majority of the Muslim world is dia-
metrically opposed to a Jewish state, 
and our alliance with Israel is like 
lemon juice on a paper cut. I am not 
in any way making a statement against 
Israel or condemning our alliance; I am 
merely pointing out why we might not 
be the most popular kid on the Middle 
Eastern block. 

President Obama claimed that there 
would be a “reset” in 
our foreign relations, 
but enmity toward the 
United States has be-
come so deeply en-
grained that a mere 
“reset” isn’t going to 
cut it. So what do we 
do? What’s the solu-
tion? After last week’s 
protests, the tempting 
solution is to withdraw 
from the region and al-
low it to deal with its 
own problems. But, as 
an enlightening article 
from the Economist
notes, “the Middle 

East is still the crucible of Islam: so 
much that affects American diplomacy 
around the rest of the world, from Paki-
stan to Indonesia, Nigeria, and even 
the suburbs of Paris, has its starting 
point here. It is the world’s energy cen-
tre: the Middle East still sets the price 
at America’s petrol stations […] and the 
region is home to many of America’s 
most committed enemies, including 
Iran.” 

The United States should foster trust 
and cooperation in the area by build-
ing alliances and working as partners 
with regional powers instead of single-
handedly attempting to make the world 
safe for democracy. The focus has to 
move from exerting as much infl uence 
as possible towards creating networks 
of trust and cooperation. The U.S. must 
strive to be seen as a partner in the 
development of the Middle East rather 
than an overseer, because ultimately, 
the inhabitants of the area must de-
cide what kind of government and so-
ciety they want. 

Baffling Muslim Rage Not Really That Baffling FAKER 
THAN

TRUTH

by Sophie Munoz
Staff Diplomat

Embassy attacks run deeper than amateur 
Youtube sensation 

Plainfi eld, WI
Following the Occupy and Tea Party 
grassroots movements, a new organi-
zation has been born in the midwest 
states and is slowly making its way 
into the inner cities. The so-called 
“Respect for Death” movement is 
trying not only to make abortion legal 
in all countries, but mandatory for 
the next four years. Chief Spokes-
man Edward Theodore Gein put their 
position clearly in a speech from last 
Thursday: “We are the true conserva-
tives of this country. I need no G-man 
telling me that I cannot stab, cook 
and cannibalize my own children. 
It is my Lucifer-given freedom to do 
so. No, we acknowledge that life 
begins at the moment of concep-
tion and our main goal is to end that 
life. We are here to fi ght against the 
socialist regime that will come into 
your homes and tell you how to deal 
with your children, mainly by not kill 
them. Main fi nancial supporter of the 
group, Chuck Norris, was not avail-
able for comment. 
   -DM

Tuscaloosa, AL
Local birdwatcher Tompkins Edg-
erton was arrested on charges of 
voyeurism after climbing a tree 
outside a Holiday Inn Express 
window. Authorities were contacted 
after a guest at the hotel noticed a 
pantsless man in a tree outside her 
window. Mr. Edgerton claimed to be 
viewing an exotic species of birds 
that he believed to be nesting in the 
tree, but the offi cers who responded 
around 9:45 that evening saw no 
evidence of bird life. Edgerton was 
detained by authorities and was 
determined to be concealing a half 
pound of birdseed in his anus.
   -JO & GM

by John O’Neill, Dan Murphy, 
Gibson Merrick

Could the site that brought Could the site that brought 
us “Sneezing Panda” really us “Sneezing Panda” really 
be behind this unrest?be behind this unrest?
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Linda McMahon: A Hate-filled Retrospective REALER
THAN
FACT

Connecticut State Board of Education 
by former Governor Jodi Rell in 2006. 
Even then, the grounds for her appoint-
ment were contested. Some members 
of the board thought McMahon’s in-
volvement with WWE would send the 
wrong message, while others like state 
representative Bruce Morris outrightly 
criticized McMahon, saying that she 
lacked a “depth of knowledge regard-
ing education.”

And again in the 2010 Senatorial 
Race, McMahon proved her lack of 
knowledge about how to run a political 
campaign. At an astronomical cost of 
$50 Million—largely from her personal 
fortune—one would expect her cam-
paign to fair relatively well, even in true 
blue Connecticut. However, McMahon 
proved an utter failure after her de-
feat by a nonchalant Richard Blumen-

thal, the former Connecticut Attorney 
General who waltzed into offi ce with a 
twelve-point lead and a fraction of her 
expenditures.  

Despite her poor performance two 
years ago, McMahon was able to se-
cure the nomination against former 
Representative Chris Shays, whose 
history of bipartisanship would have 
made him important asset to the Sen-
ate. In his defeat, Shays slammed Mc-
Mahon: "I have never run against an 
opponent that I have respected less—

My mild hatred for Republicans is not 
necessarily a mystery. Like most liberal 
malcontents, I struggle to identify with 
the emergent conservative platform. 
Within the party, there is an alarming 
inclination toward know-nothing senti-
ments (the war on science, “legitimate 
rape,” and an empty suit for a presi-
dential candidate who seems set on 
desecrating his campaign) among 
other fundamental fl aws that would 
take many, many snarky articles to 
enumerate. This isn’t just the liberal 
media talking vicariously through me. 
Despite the fact that I have shrines to 
Barack Obama, Nancy Pelosi, and Sa-
tan respectively, I am confi dent that my 
hatred is justifi ed and not just a matter 
of my own sensationalist Democratic 
agenda. 

In spite of the cast of objectionable 
characters—Akin, 
Palin, Santorum 
and Perry to name 
a few—Republican 
evil takes a hu-
man form in Linda 
McMahon, Con-
necticut’s sena-
torial candidate. 
She might look like 
your typical self-
interested, out of 
touch plutocrat out 
to buy herself a po-
litical career, but 
in reality, she is so 
much more than 
that.  

Since most nor-
mal humans don’t 
watch wrestling, I 
should fi rst clarify 
that McMahon is of WWE fame. Along 
with her husband Vince, McMahon 
built up WWE to the global enterprise 
it is today. In her TV campaign, she 
has even gone to tout her involvement 
with the company as the former CEO. 
WWE, however, is not without its faults: 
steroid use, sexual harassment, bank-
ruptcy, misogyny, and general sleazi-
ness have all panned out over the com-
pany’s 30-some-odd year history. 

Linda’s political career more or less 
started with her appointment to the 

ever—and there are a lot of candidates 
I have run against. I do not believe that 
Linda McMahon has spent the time or 
the energy to determine what a sena-
tor really means. I thought she was 
embarrassingly clueless. I think she 
is a terrible candidate and I think she 
would make a terrible senator." Clearly, 
she just sucks. Also, her yacht is called 
Sexy Bitch. More like...tacky bitch. 

Running against McMahon is for-
mer State Senator and Representative 
Chris Murphy. Murphy, a Connecticut 
native, has tailored a progressive plat-
form which strives for LGBTQ rights 
and marriage equality, energy inde-
pendence, local and national conser-
vation efforts, and the endorsement 
of Obamacare among other objectives 
that have put the state of Connecticut 
and its Northeastern counterparts at 

the cutting edge.  On 
the other hand, Linda’s 
plan by and large seeks 
to preserve corporate 
interests under the 
guise of economic de-
velopment.  

McMahon’s objec-
tives include tax cuts, 
cutting the business 
tax rate, ending job-kill-
ing regulations, cutting 
spending in Washing-
ton, and a slim picking 
of other unimaginative 
goals. There is no men-
tion of social issues, of 
education reform, or of 
any objectives that will 
retune America for the 
21st century, and liber-
ate it from the chains of 

backcountry ignorance. Now, the fright-
ening thing is that polling data shows 
Linda in the lead. What, what, what 
are you doing Connecticut? Consider-
ing her history of inadequecies, has it 
not been made clear that our own Lady 
Macbeth is just looking for something 
to do now that putzing around her $40 
Million Greenwich estate got stale? No, 
Chris Murphy can’t fi ll out a pantsuit 
quite as well, but c’mon Connecticut. 
C’mon. She’s just the worst. 

by Peter Lacerenza
Opinions Co-Editor

Connecticut native explains why WWE wife 
just ain’t right for the Senate 

“I vant to be your Senator, “I vant to be your Senator, 
y’all!”y’all!”

by John O’Neill and Gibson 
Merrick

Bangkok, Thailand
Two rival Thai gangs that were eat-
ing in a resturant challenged each 
other to a dance-off that eventually 
escalated into a violent shootout 
in the street.  The gangs began 
dancing to popular K-pop crossover 
hit ,“Gangnam Style,” before a fi ght 
broke out at 2am that ended with 
bullets fi red into the sky. Later, at 
8am, gang members returned and 
began spraying bullets into cars and 
the surrounding area. Although ap-
proximately 50 shots were fi red, no-
body was injured during the event, 
and the winner of the dance-off was 
not announced. 

   -GM

Moscow, Russia
On Thursday of last week, Russian 
President Vladimir Putin said in an 
interview with a Kremlin-controlled 
television station that he recognized 
some benefi ts to group sex. Mr. Pu-
tin is quoted as saying, “some fans 
of group sex say that it’s better than 
one-on-one because, as with any 
collective work, you can skive off.” 
Putin made the comment after it 
came to his attention that Nadezh-
da Tolokonnikova had participated 
in an orgy 4 years ago. Ms. Tolokon-
nikova is a feminist activist from 
the punk band Pussy Riot group 
who last month was jailed for two 
years on charges of hooliganism. 
Mr. Putin’s musings ended without 
mention of any plans to improve 
human rights or promote economic 
development in Russia.
   
   -JO
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Murder of Upcoming Rapper Lil Jojo Sheds Light on Invisible Crisis
Gun violence, crippling poverty, failed schools, and segregation 
persist in Rahm’s Chicago

Earlier this month, up and coming 
Chicago rapper Lil Jojo (Joseph Cole-
man, age 18) was shot to death shortly 
after releasing a video called BDK 
(Black Disciple Killers). Unfortunately 
for hundreds of thousands of Chicago 
residents, the death can hardly be seen 
as the end of a confl ict, as the disturb-
ing upward trend of young rappers spit-
ting about gang affi liation, guns, drugs 
and (oh my) sex gains momentum.

Lil Jojo was riding double on the back 
of his friend’s bike through Chicago’s 
South Side Englewood neighborhood, 
an area notorious for violent crime, 
when a late model Ford Taurus rolled 
up behind the pair and opened fi re. Six 
or seven shots were fi red at the teen as 
he attempted to run away, with at least 
one striking him in the back. He made 
it to a nearby home before collapsing 
on the lawn. Jojo was reportedly still 
breathing when paramedics arrived 
ten minutes later, though his eyes were 
glazed and he was no longer talking. 
He was rushed to the University of Chi-
cago Medical Center where he was pro-
nounced dead later that night.

The murder of Lil Jojo has drawn na-
tional attention to the shocking rise of 
an unsettlingly violent youth culture in 
the Chicago hip hop scene. Prior to the 
murder a rivalry between Lil Jojo and 
Chicago rapper Chief Keef (Keith Co-
zart, age 17) had been escalating via 
social media for months.

Chief Keef, who you may know from 
his famous single “I 
Don’t like”, is currently 
under investigation by 
the Chicago Police De-
partment as a suspect 
in the murder. Follow-
ing Jojo’s death Chief 
Keef released a series 
of tweets that have 
been the subject of 
much controversy:

 “Its Sad Cuz Dat Nig-
ga Jojo Wanted to Be 
Jus Like Us #LMAO.”

After famous Chi-
cago rapper Lupe Fiasco’s expressed 
concern over the matter Chief Keef 
tweeted

“Lupe Fiasco a hoe as nigga And 

wen I see him I'ma smack him like da 
lil bitch he is #300”, which provoked a 
string of back and forth Tweets in which 
Lupe Fiasco made Chief Keef look like 
an idiot child. Fiasco proceeded to pub-
licly consider his resignation from the 

game, Tweeting, “my heart is broken 
and i see no comfort further along this 
path only more pain. I cannot partici-
pate any longer in this.”

Almost immediately after Keef’s 
managers caught wind of the Tweets 
and realized the potential backlash 
they declared his account had been 
hacked. They didn’t think it was any-
thing too serious. Even though Keef 

raps about murder and 
gangs and fl aunts guns 
and blunts in his mu-
sic videos ‘he’s just a 
kid’ so he shouldn’t be 
held accountable for 
his actions, right? In 
an attempt to draw at-
tention away from the 
insensitive remarks 
Chief Keef Tweeted:

"Man, been thinkin 
bout this chicago 
street shit a lot. My 
prayers go out 2 Jojo's 

family on their loss," he wrote. " i didn't 
know him but he young jus like me. i 
can assure everyone that i had nothin 
2 do with this tragedy tho. my twitter 

acct was hacked. since i was put in a 
messed up spot i think that i fi nna sign 
off this twitter shit for awhile or at least 
til my album drops on 11/27! i got a 
LOTTA sh-- 2 say but this aint da place...
my music is. i love chicago & i wanna 

make this sh-- big for us! tell our story. 
#300."

Apologies aside, the murder has 
roused negative sentiment towards 
gang affi liation throughout the local 
Chicago hip-hop community, and has 
drawn attention to the rapidly increas-
ing homicide rate in the nation’s third 
largest city.

Over the past year cities like LA and 
New York have experienced a drop in 
crime, while the murder rate in Chicago 
has risen an astounding 37% percent. 
Chicago boasts roughly twice the num-
ber of murders of New York City despite 
having a population that is only one 
third as large.

The concept of ‘turf’ is becoming blur-
rier as public housing is consistently re-
located further  towards the outskirts 
of the city’s South and West Sides, and 
more notably distanced from the public 
consciousness. Gangs which had previ-
ously been geographically confi ned are 
being thrust into confl icting proximity, 
fractured into smaller groups creat-
ing greater potential for confl ict and a 
dangerous landscape for anybody liv-
ing in the area. On top of the ubiqui-

tous gang violence, a whopping 40% of 
funding for public school comes from 
local property tax, which translates to a 
relatively destitute public school expe-
rience for a little kid in the hood.

Instead of attacking the problem at 
it’s root (unemployment and simple 
profi t in the black market, intense 
segregation and an extra shiny glass 
ceiling, ward based funding for public 
schools etc.) Mayor Rahm Emanuel 
has increased spending for police 
presence and mobilized thousands of 
offi cers to the affl icted areas, though 
even Chief of Police Garry McCarthy 
acknowledges that the Police Depart-
ment is essentially “wading” as the 
violence continues unwaveringly.

With the nation’s eyes over his 
shoulder, Emanuel sternly reprimand-
ed gang members warning them to 
“stay away from the kids!” A statement 
like this ignores the fact that many of 
the gang members are just kids them-
selves. Perhaps if the city would invest 
more money into their school system 
(see page 3) and programs for at risk 

youth, and less on arbitrary police 
presence a positive outcome could be 
acheived.

As for the violent music that results 
from these impoverished environ-
ments, it is merely a projection of what 
a large percentage of Chicago’s youth 
deals with every day of their lives. The 
music coming out of Chicago refl ects 
an important reality about our most 
neglected and ignored faction of soci-
ety. Being young is a naturally isolating 
thing and leaves you relatively pow-
erless in a world of adults who make 
many decisions (or indecisions) on your 
behalf. When you combine this with the 
pervasive aura of poverty, you conjure 
some shocking lyrics. The music com-
ing from the local scene is purveying 
something raw, something very real, 
and forcing society to acknowledge 
what it’s blind privilege requires.

As Chicagoans mourn the death of 
Joseph Coleman, we join them in our 
prayers for the day the gunshots end.

by Liz O’Malley
Opinions Co-Editor

“The murder rate in 
Chicago has risen an 
astounding 37% per-
cent. Chicago boasts 
roughly twice the 
number of murders of 
New York City despite 
having a population 
that is only one third 
as large.”

One of the hundreds of victims of gun violence in Chicago this yearOne of the hundreds of victims of gun violence in Chicago this year
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OkStupid: Sexual Frustration in The Windy City
by John O’Neill
News Co-Editor

I spent this summer living and work-
ing in the great city of Chicago. While 
there, I joined OKCupid. As a new 
resident in a city where I knew only a 
handful of people, it seemed the per-
fect time to delve into the online dating 
world. I had long been skeptical of the 
concept, so I created a list of excuses 
to make myself feel less pathetic when 
explaining to friends why I had joined. 
It was a method by which I planned to 
get to know my adoptive home for the 
summer, I told them. I decided upon 
using OkCupid because it had been 
recommended by a number of friends 
and was free. Only with a 21 year old 
pubescent male would the words "it's a 
great place to fi nd chicks who are down 
to bone," have such resonance. 

My fi rst few days on OkCupid were 
fairly uneventful. I sent out about a 
dozen messages and received two 
half-hearted replies to my bizarre ques-
tion fi lled greetings. Friends told me 
that women on OkCupid receive sev-
eral "dtf?" and "hey" messages daily, so 
I attempted to personalize each mes-
sage based on the girl’s profi le. Wisely, 
most women decided to ignore me, un-
til the person who would become Date 
#1 took the bait and reciprocated to my 
message with a serving of sarcasm. I 
was intrigued and within a day we ex-
changed numbers and agreed to meet 
at a bar two blocks from my apartment. 

I nervously walked towards the bar 

to meet my fi rst OkCupid date. It was a 
sweltering night and I spent fi fteen min-
utes drinking water at a stool sweating 
by the window as I waited for her to ar-
rive. She apologetically texted me that 
she was looking in vain for a parking 
space. Minutes passed, but Date #1 
fi nally arrived wearing an impractical-
for-the-heat fl oor length black dress. 
I knew immediately that I was not at-
tracted to her and that nothing I was 
selfi shly hoping for would come about 
with this person. Nevertheless, we ex-
changed warm greetings and grabbed 
a table in the picturesque beer garden 
behind the bar. To my surprise, she was 
an amusing date that regaled me with 
stories of a high speed chase she was 
involved in and her status as a recover-
ing drug and alcohol addict. She was 
very open about these uncomfortable 
topics, and I felt a growing sense of ad-
miration for her as we talked about our 
mutual dislike of most of the humans 
we encounter. The date was fun, so six 
beers later we wound up making out in 
an alley at closing time. Walking home 
along the quiet streets, I felt quite sat-
isfi ed with my fi rst OkCupid date. Little 
did I know that this night was to be the 
apex of my online dating experience. 

Date #2 was with a Cornell grad 
school student from China spending 
the summer in Chicago working for the 
Department of Health. We enjoyed a 
conversation about city management 

and public health, but ultimately our 
date was rather bizarre. She texted me 
on short notice as I was walking to the 
El train and inquired if I wished to walk 
her to Alliance Francaise in River North. 
The Alliance was a few blocks from 
where I worked, so I agreed and I met 
the pantsuit clad young woman at a 
corner near my offi ce building. I walked 
several blocks through the stifl ing heat 
with her as she inquired about my ca-
reer goals and past experiences with 
OkCupid. Upon our arrival at her desti-
nation, she bluntly announced that she 
wished to watch her movie alone and 
thanked me for my companionship. 
There I stood, annoyed by the incon-
venience of walking to a neighborhood 
nowhere near where I lived, but some-
what relieved that my interrogation had 
come to an end. 

Date #3 was a pretentious hipster 
from the Logan Square neighborhood 
(Chicago's Greenpoint) with a distract-
ingly large nose ring through her right 
nostril. She boasted about semi-well 
known musicians she had stood near 
once upon a time. I got progressively 
drunk at the Two Way lounge at Ful-
lerton and Milwaukee before slipping 
away and catching a bus home. 

Date #4 was a friendly, bland, and 
somewhat sad seeming young woman 
from Pittsburgh who also spent most of 
her time talking about Tumblr. 

Date #5, the last straw, was a dull 

Michigan State student who interned 
for a bank in the Loop. We ate at a 
crappy, overpriced Vietnamese restau-
rant and I left disgruntled that I forked 
over $22 for noodles and dry conversa-
tion about internships and our mutual 
dislike of the heat wave that had been 
affecting the city for weeks. 

Ultimately I bagged my account, 
wound up drinking too much tequila 
on the Fourth of July and delved into a 
short but passionate relationship with 
a girl named Helen Keller. The reason 
that that happened was because I met 
her in person. I socialized with people 
that I knew and hooked up with her be-
cause I had the social skills and ability 
to do so without the protective screen 
of the internet. 

OkCupid was a waste of time that did 
nothing for my life. I invested copious 
amounts of time on message chains 
that often died out and produced no 
meetings or partnerships. Internet dat-
ing is a ridiculous world full of weirdos 
and creeps that best be avoided. If you 
want to meet somebody: Be a nice per-
son, be even remotely interesting or 
have something to talk about, or just 
have enough self-confi dence to go up 
to the person at the bar or in class that 
you fi nd attractive or intriguing and do 
something about it. Learning about a 
city and other people is best done in 
person, not online. 

An editor learns that dating site blows (not in the good way)
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So, this is the fi rst time we’ve really 
had to catch up since the semester 
started, huh? How was your summer? 
Did you do anything especially memo-
rable? Wait, before you start, shut up. 
I’d like to tell you about my summer, if 
that’s cool. Before I start, what are your 
thoughts on Stamford, Connecticut? 
Did you know Metro North offers ex-
press trains to Stamford that don’t stop 
at the Fordham Road station? Because 
I didn’t and, thanks to that absence 
of knowledge, I wound up spending a 
Friday night sleeping on a park bench 
outside the Stamford Transport Center. 
I guess you could say I fucked up. 

Believe it or not, my original blueprint 
for the night hadn’t included sleeping 
on an unforgiving wooden bench, sur-
rounded by drunken hobos, using a 
folded piece of garbage as a pillow. No, 
when I got on that express 4 train from 
Grand Central, I was optimistic about 
my life (mostly because I’d managed to 
pee in a bush outside a rundown apart-
ment building without being detained 
by the cops). All I wanted was some 
sleep, which is why I got kinda pissed 
when the 4 train inexplicably became 
local after two stations. Oh, and the air 
conditioning was broken.

Flash-forward to 125th street. The 
lady-subway-voice is telling me I can 
transfer to the Metro North by walking 
a couple of blocks. In that moment of 
sweltering despair, it’s possible I mis-
took the synthetic, programmed voice 
of the subway for the voice of the Vir-
gin Mary, which might explain why I de-
cided to transfer when I was only ten 

stops away from Fordham. At any rate, 
I bought a ticket for the Metro North. 
You better believe I was excited to step 
onto that puppy when it pulled into the 
Harlem station a little after 1 AM. 

My aforementioned excitement 
quickly turned into pale-faced alarm. 
The conductor took one look at my 
Fordham Road ticket and shook his 
head: “Express to Stamford, and you’ve 

just missed the last one back to New 
York. Next train leaves at 5 am.” He 
took my ticket and continued along the 
train. During the following half hour 
to Stamford, I managed to hold onto 
a kernel of hope: A kernel that was 
immediately lost when the Stamford 
Transport Center cleaning crew kicked 
me outside into the night because I 
“blocked cleaning.” 

The time: 30 minutes past 1 AM. The 
place: the heavily-littered lawn outside 

the Stamford train station. Battery 
life on cellphone: 15%. State-of-mind: 
concerned. But was I going to let all 
that stop me? Hell no! 

If you’ve ever been to the Stamford 
Transport Center, you know its sur-
rounding area has nothing to offer but 
offi ce buildings, a police station (with 
no police, I might add), homeless 
people sleeping on benches, and a 

small park. 
A piece of 
g a r b a g e 
a c t u a l l y 
t u m b l e -
w e e d e d 
out in front 
of me. Hav-
ing sur-
veyed the 
ghost town 
f o r m e r l y 
known as 
Stamford, 
I decided 
my best 
bet was to 
wait in the 

small park. The small park was nice, 
but a little creepy thanks to the row 
of stone lion heads vomiting water ad 
infi nitum.

I was so preoccupied by how notter-
rible the small park was in contrast to 
everything else that I forgot to notice 
I had walked by a truck near the en-
trance. For whatever reason (I blame 
the total absence of humans and the 
inexplicable chill in the air), I suspect-
ed it had only just pulled up to the park. 

The only clean way out of the park was 
to walk by the truck, which may or may 
not have had a creepy Connecticut guy 
inside, likely wearing a beer-stained 
Ralph Lauren sweater he bought from 
a nicer neighborhood’s Salvation Army. 
I wasn’t chancing that, so I took the 
unclean way out: a botched leap over 
a row of torso-high thorn bushes and 
a long tumble downhill into a muddy 
puddle. I was at my lowest point, but 
it turned out nobody was in the car, so 
cheers. 

There I was, spirits low, forced to re-
turn to the sanctity of the small park. 
The time: quarter past 2 AM. I decided 
to try and get some sleep. Using a piece 
of garbage, I McGyvered a fi lthy pillow 
for my head. I laid on that bench for 
maybe 30 minutes before drifting into 
a light (very light) sleep. But it wasn’t 
good, classic sleep; it was fear sleep. 
My phone was dead by this point, and 
I was afraid I might sleep through the 
fi rst train, but luckily the cold spray of 
the park’s sprinkler system woke me 
up around 4:40 AM, just in time to 
catch my train!

When I fi nally made it back to my 
apartment, the sun was high in the 
sky and I was moderately pissed. As I 
showered off the garbage and shame, 
I swore to myself I would never share 
the events of that night with anybody. 
Nobody could know just how badly I’d 
erred in taking the Metro North from 
125th street to Stamford, Connecticut. 

by Gibson Merrick
News Co-Editor

Sleeping on a bench, just as unpleasant as it sounds
Metro North Has Express Trains to Stamford, CT - “The City That Works”

“Choo choo, motherfuckers.”“Choo choo, motherfuckers.”
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Tuesday, September 4: I was in my 
family room, getting ready to go out in 
defi ance of the stupid Monday sched-
ule on a Wednesday, when the familiar 
sound of Jon Stewart’s voice grabbed 
my attention. “Indecision 2012” was 
well under way and, as I heard him 
talking about the Democratic National 
Convention, I rememberered the Re-
publican one I also did not see. I al-
most felt guilty about my complete lack 
of interest in the presidential election, 
so I decided to listen to what Jon had 
to say. As a staunch hater of politics, 
I am not registered to vote and wasn’t 
even planning on doing so, until Chuck 
Norris popped on screen. 

After berating the Democrats for 
screwing up once again, Stewart im-
plored them to get 
their shit together 
and played a clip 
of a former-badass-
movie-star-turned-
grandpa-Republi-
can pleading with 
America to vote 
against Obama. 
You’re probably thinking, “Oh yeah, I 
heard about Clint Eastwood,” but no, 
this time it wasn’t the famed gunsling-
er; instead it was everyone’s favorite 
Kung-fu fi ghting ginger, Chuck Norris.

Norris and his wife Gena, someone 
who I have confi rmed with several (in)
credible sources is, in fact, a product 
of CGI, spent a horrendously awkward 
two minutes and fi fteen seconds urg-
ing evangelical Christians to get to the 
polls and keep Obama out of offi ce. 
As my jaw dropped lower and lower 
to the ground, I anxiously awaited Jon 
Stewart’s return to the screen to say it 
was all a spoof, but the video just kept 
playing. Who was this droid standing 
before me, delivering lines like, “We 
can no longer sit quietly…and watch 
our country go the way of socialism, or 
something much worse” like a second 
grader trudging through a Thanksgiv-
ing pageant?

Cut to present: I sit at my desk feel-
ing a rush of nostalgia as I think back 
to that brief period in high school when 
Chuck Norris Facts were all the rage. 
My friends and I would spend hours 
stalking web pages for ridiculous 

claims about his importance to soci-
ety. I decide to brush up on my Norris 
facts and am immediately sucked in by 
classics like “When Alexander Graham 
Bell invented the telephone he had 
three missed calls from Chuck Norris.” 
To talk of him as superhuman never 
seemed like an over-exaggeration in 
those days; now, I get sad just think-
ing about the guy. Standing in what ap-
pears to be a Boy Scout lodge beside 
his wife who, despite the L.L. Bean 
khaki get-up, still looks desperate to 
get back to her tennis lesson, Chuck 
looks small and pathetic.  Hearing him 
talk only makes it worse; never did I 
think Chuck Norris’s words would per-
suade me to do the EXACT OPPOSITE 
of what he was demanding.

Chuck and Gena speak of the tough 
times our country is 
facing, and warn us 
that things will only 
get more dire if we 
do not end Obama’s 
reign-o-terror. He 
had the audacity to 
quote the famous 

1964 Ronald Reagan speech, they 
urging voters to prevent America from 
entering “a thousand years of dark-
ness.” The message is clear: vote for 
Mitt Romney on November 6, or watch 
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse 
parade down the National Mall. 

As I’ve previously mentioned, the 

complete lack of personality and en-
thusiasm only make what the Norris’ 
say even creepier, and unnecessar-

ily throwing “freedom” into every other 
sentence is just plain hick. All I kept 
thinking as I watched was if Mitt Rom-
ney wins and this ad proves to be an 
accurate representation of American 
opinion, I might just throw up every-
where. 

The ad left me with two very depress-
ing realizations: Chuck Norris sucks now 

and this election sucks even more. An-
noyed with overzealous Obama fans 
always talking about how “cool” he 

is and shoving 
their political 
views down ev-
eryone else’s 
throats, I have 
spent the past 
four years 
harboring a 
burning de-
sire to watch 
him fail in the 
hopes that 
these people 
might shut 
the hell up. In 
two minutes 
and fi fteen 
seconds, my 
hopes to see 
him fail trans-
formed into a 
real terror that 
I might not see 
him succeed, 

something I never thought would hap-
pen. 

Thinking about the 2012 election 
immediately reminds me of one of the 
many amazing lines Jane Lynch has 
as Sturdy Wing’s creepy manager in 
2008’s Role Models: “Well, well, well. 
If it isn’t Mr. Bullshit and Dr. I’m-full-
of-shit?” Not sure who gets the PhD 
in this case, but the nicknames to-
tally apply to this year’s candidates. I 
wanted the Republicans to produce a 
worthy opponent to take on Obama so 
badly, but they failed with fl ying colors 
and instead left me to decide which 
of my two shitty options was less so. 
Even with the impending doom of a 
thousand years of darkness, I know 
a mistake when I see one. So, I will 
be stepping out of my indifference on 
Election Day to vote for Barack and his 
“Change I Don’t Believe In,” anything 
to keep Romney and his robot minions 
out of offi ce. 

Thanks, Chuck: I wouldn’t have vot-
ed without you!

by Stephanie Colombini
Staff Actually Voting

Apathetic Girl Persuaded to Vote after Norris Endorsement Hits Nerve
Chuck Norris: No longer just a 2005 punchline

To talk of him as superhu-
man never seemed like an 
over-exaggeration in those 
days; now I get sad just 
thinking about the guy.

Norris being an upstanding Norris being an upstanding 
Christian as alwaysChristian as always

“A decade ago I’d have been scared.”“A decade ago I’d have been scared.”
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No, other way. Almost, fl ip it so the 
colors are facing you. The other colors. 
And so the arrows are facing forward. 
No, forward. Like, where you’re going. 
Okay, now swipe. Faster. Slower. No 
wait, you just got it, go through! 

Within the fi rst seven days of my time 
at Fordham University I taught over a 
dozen fellow students how to use a 
MetroCard. What a great way to make 
friends, everyone loves a native New 
Yorker. After MetroCards were swiped 
and free time was found sitting on the 
D or 4 trains into the city, I learned a 
few things about the transition that 
many freshman encounter as they 
plummet into the greatest city on earth 
from lesser places like Texas, Florida 
and, of course, New Jersey. 

One of the fi rst questions I asked, 
naturally, was what is it exactly that 
makes New York City so novel to its 
outsiders? From this I learned that 
everyone sees something completely 
unique when they walk into the city. 
For example, my Texan friend, Thomas 
Samuelson ’16, told me that “if one 
was driving in Texas and people were 
walking nearby, the driver will auto-
matically lock their door”. Apparently, 
Texans lose the ability to use their 
legs after age sixteen. My roommate, 
Megan Campbell ’16, perked up her 
socializing skills once she entered the 
big apple. “Strangers talking to me!” is 
what she was most bewildered by. “And 
hearing I have a nice butt,” she added, 
“It’s good to know.” 

Sarah from Tampa, Florida, traveled 
north with a trunk full of shorts and 
T-shirts, and claims that she will be 

“the girl who wears all her clothes at 
once because she failed to invest in 
real winter gear.” “I wish I would have 
brought a UV lamp,” she added (I 
guess she hasn’t experienced our sun 
just yet, I should 
suggest some tan-
ning salons down-
town). And lastly, 
Tra Hoang ’16, 
my other room-
mate, is an inter-
national student 
who was born 
in Vietnam and 
schooled in Sin-
gapore. Very cool! 
She happened to 
be thrown off by 
“a police man with 
arms full off tat-
toos. You will nev-
er encounter that 
in an Asian coun-
try,” of course. 
Almost as foreign 
as a homeless 
man asking, “can 
somebody buy 
a brother some 
weed?” a few feet 
away from a cop. 
“Needless to say, 
I don’t think he 
got any weed that 
day,” says Thom-
as. 

Well, after com-
pletely establish-
ing the divergence 
between New York and the rest of the 
world, I think it would be nice to give 
out some pointers for anyone who 

wants to become (deep voice) one of 
us. There are three things to remember 
when embracing the city-life. Firstly, the 
subway, it’s the key to success. I know 
Fordham has told us that after four 

years of their 
Jesuit educa-
tion we can go 
anywhere, but 
really, it only 
takes a map 
and $2.25. Tra 
was telling me 
how hard it is 
for her to under-
stand because 
she is “used to 
the systematic 
and effi cient 
conveyance in 
S i n g a p o r e . ” 
Not only does 
my Vietnamese 
roommate have 
a better vo-
cabulary than 
I do, but she is 
also very right 
about this. The 
subway is hard 
to get to know, 
but once you 
master it, it can 
be a huge help. 
Google maps 
and iPhone ap-
plications can 
be very useful 
to assist you in 
that. 

Secondly, the culture of New York. 
“Oh my god” were the words Megan 
used to describe New York in short. 

An Insider’s Guide to the City That Never Sleeps
by Zoe Sakas
Staff City Slicker

In case you were wondering, it’s like, pretty freakin awesome
And she’s right, that raps it up. New 
York is exploding with museums, ex-
hibits, events, people, things, animals 
(from subway rats to Upper East Side 
miniature poodles to the ducks in cen-
tral park), that exemplify how diverse 
the culture of New York really is. No, 
we do not have authentic Chinese or 
Italian food, contrary to popular belief. 
According to Thomas, even our “Texas 
BBQ” is off. But we do have New York 
hot dogs and hamburgers on every cor-
ner. I suggest places like Brooklyn or 
even right here in the Bronx, away from 
the tourists, closer to the true heart of 
the city. 

And thirdly, New York is FUN. As op-
posed to the many “little towns” and 
“suburban areas” that many Fordham 
students grew up in, there is always 
something to do here. Shopping (es-
pecially from street vendors, Megan 
quickly learned that “If street ven-
dors don’t sell it, you don’t need it!”), 
Broadway shows, Coney Island, Battery 
Park, Mets (yes, Mets) games at Citi-
Field, Jazz clubs in Times Square, the 
Bronx Zoo, and many more activities 
are available every day. So, if you want 
to become a true citizen of the Bronx 
during your time here at Fordham, 
then please don’t hesitate to do what it 
takes to be a New Yorker. We might not 
know everything about what’s beyond 
our borders, but we do have a lot to of-
fer once inside. And trust me, not every 
New Yorker is as “loud” or “nauseat-
ing” as you think, and defi nitely not as 
pompous as whoever wrote this article 
(wink).  

Welcome, suburbanites Welcome, suburbanites 
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In the 1980s, McDonald's intro-
duced America to the McRib. For any-
one who doesn't know, the McRib, as 
Wikipedia defi nes it, "consists of a 
pork patty, barbecue sauce, onions, 
and pickles served on a 51⁄2 inch (14 
cm) roll." In reality, it's all the parts 
of the pig that even hot dog makers 
wouldn't use, pressed into the shape 
that is supposed to resemble a min-
iature rack of ribs but actually looks 
like a meat xylophone. The Dr. Fran-
kensteins at the McDonald's Corpora-
tion then dip the hell-patty into watery 
barbeque sauce, top it with pickles 
and onions 
(which may or 
may not also be 
made of ground 
up pig assholes 
pressed into 
shapes) and 
put it on a bun. 

Five years 
after its initial 
release, Mc-
Donald's pulled 
the "sandwich". 
Yet, from time 
to time, it pops 
up on the land-
scape of cul-
ture before 
d isappear ing 
back into the 
ether. The common sheep is likely to 
see this as a simple marketing ploy 
but not I. I see the truth that hides 
behind the pork curtain. McDonald's 
has been strategically releasing the 
McRib for the last 30 years in order to 
assure a Republican controlled gov-
ernment. It’s all so very clear...
1980: Ronald Reagan crushes Jimmy 
Carter in the presidential election.
1981: McDonald's uses its in-house 
pentagram to summon the McRib 
and releases it to      celebrate the 
Republican victory.
1984: Ronald Reagan decimates 
Walter Mondale in the '84 election.
1985: High on the coke-fueled Rea-
gan years and confi dent in the Repub-
lican domination of the government, 

McDonald's pull the McRib.
1986: Slowly rising from their pork 
induced stupor, the American people 
hand the midterm House and Senate 
elections to the Democrats.
1994: Fearful of the liberal policies of 
the Clinton administration , McDonald's 
reintroduces the sandwich nationwide.
1994: As our nation slips back into its 
pressed meat patty haze, Republicans 
carry both the House and Senate.
2005: Wary of some Bush administra-
tion policies, and wiser than in the wild 
Reagan years, McDonald's feels secure 
enough in the government’s Repub-

lican supremacy to end the McRib's 
reign as a regular menu item. McDon-
alds keeps it as a yearly recurrence, 
ensuring a slow drip of processed pork 
patties that will keep a nation of fast 
food junkies hooked.
2010: McDonald's announces the 
McRib's return on November 2nd, only 
two days before the mid-term elections. 
2010: Americans head to the polls with 
6-inches of fake barbeque in hand. In 
their delirium of mystery meat and 
marketing grant the conservatives a 
House majority and large gains in the 
Senate.
2012: I fear what McDonald's might do 
this election year.

Why the McRib spells McDoom 
for America Xylophones, Republicans, 

and Hell-patties, Oh My!by Raul Poss
Staff Conspiracy Theorist

of high expectations or not, the event 
itself was ultimately disappointing. 
Proposed as a dialogue that would 
merge the discourse of comedy with 
that of the Catholic Church, Colbert 
and the Cardinal ended up having a 
conversation like the sort you might 
have over coffee with a pal (before 
being given Tiffany cuff links). Colbert 
made a powerful statement about 
how fl ippant jokes cause damage to 
their subject because they are lack-
ing in content. This represents a 
powerful claim about humor and its 
effects. Unfortunately, it was not ex-
pounded upon further. That fl eeting 
take-home-point moment was even 
less satisfying for those who thought 
Cardinal Dolan used a fl ippant joke 
(“God hates fi gs”) to defl ect from his 
audience-sourced question regard-
ing Church homophobia. For those 
die hard members of Colbert Nation 
it was understandable that the event 
did not live up to expectations. Colbert 
wasn’t in his character, and though 
endearing, mostly spent a lot of time 
talking about why he is a Catholic. 

U2 was huge for Fordham, and so 
will be Colbert. Yet, for the people 
who went for the sake of going, who 
wanted their part of Fordham’s claim 
to fame, it seems the whole thing was 
even more of a letdown: “You mean 
I camped out for a wrist band and 
waited 2 hours for a good seat…for 
this?!?” One student described her 
experience saying, “I mean it wasn’t 
so bad, I was just bored. I was hungry 
and I started thinking about whether 
I had time to eat before going out and 
what I wanted to drink.” Yikes. 

Expectations didn’t seem to align 
with reality here, and what does that 
say about Fordham? Can we blame 
our mustachioed leader for all the ul-
timately unsatisfying hype? Perhaps 
the dissonance here is related to a 
grander phenomenon: Unrealistic ex-
pectations oft go unfulfi lled. We can 
rally and stomp our feet, we can come 
out and be a giant sea of burgundy as-
serting that “this is NOT Notre Dame,” 
but no matter how many people make 
sure to wash their favorite Fordham t-
shirt, this is also NOT a state school. 
And it never will be. 

A couple weeks ago, President Fa-
ther McShane issued a Very Important 
declaration to a crowd of 3,000 Ford-
ham students, staff, and clergy. Clos-
ing out the “Cardinal and Colbert,” our 
Grand Poobah declared, “This is our 
U2 event!” He repeated the statement 
a few times, so it stuck, and even nota-
rized it by reminding us that he is our 
king and “it is good to be king.” 

Daddy Mac was right to compare the 
two events. Students went wild for Col-
bert and Dolan even before they knew 
what the dialogue would be about. 
When Fordham asked us to jump in or-
der to get tickets, we said “How high?!” 
(As it turns out, waking up early is very 
high as far as college kid unpleasant-
ness goes.)

From students camping out to Fa-
ther McShane’s wild declaration, it is 
clear that Colbert and Dolan’s con-
versation represented much more 
to Fordham than the event’s content 
alone. For one junior, waking up with 
her dorm mates to get in line felt “a 
little bit like Christmas,” she told the 
paper at 7 AM wristband morning, oc-
cupying a prime spot near the softball 
fi eld. “Our mindset is that, especially at 
Fordham, you don’t often get to have 
quintessential college experiences. It’s 
less about actually going to see Col-
bert and more about being able to say 
we saw Colbert.”

Students were tapping into a com-
mon urge: Since we’re going into 
crushing debt on degrees that might 
amount to nothing, we might as well 
have some “Rah! Rah!” #SoCollege 
times, too. We want football games. 
We want a student union where we can 
hang out like the kids on “Boy Meets 
World.” We want to crowd together in 
bleachers and do the wave. In short, 
Fordham students want a taste of the 
state school experience. Heck, this de-
sire isn’t just true for students. Ford-
ham still prominently displays Bono 
themed pamphlets in the admissions 
offi ce, even though the U2 concert oc-
curred when our current senior class 
was still in high school. 

Even King McShane would rather 
be Bono, so maybe it was unfair to ask 
Colbert to compete with that moment 
in Fordham history. Whether because 

the paper’s view:
From Bono to Colbert, we are...Fordham?

Ronald McReaganRonald McReagan
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My fi rst night at college, I spent about 
20 minutes looking down at a girl in my 
orientation group’s foot. No, it wasn’t 
a fetish thing. I was mesmerized by a 
9.5 x 2.5 inch smudge that stretched 
from the end of her big toe to base of 
her ankle, resting on a pair of Old Navy 
fl ip-fl ops. It was not until a future Bros 
Hill resident said, “What does your tat-
too mean?” that I realized this marking 
was not, in fact, the gnarly scar from 
when a piece of rusty farm-machinery 
almost ripped her foot off her body. It 
was actually “body art.”

At this point, her face lit up. Turns 
out, the Old Navy fl ip-fl ops were not 
an accident. Her train-wreck of a tat 
was meant to 
say “Cura Per-
sonalis.”  And 
boy oh boy, did 
she have ex-
planations for 
its presence 
on her body. 
This particular 
Jesuit motto 
really aligned 
with her idea 
of being a good 
Christian. She 
got it the night 
before starting 
school so that 
she could “start 
of on the right 
foot,” at Ford-
ham—which is 
also why she 
got it on her 
foot and not an-
other body part (in addition to her over-
used/inaccurate argument “because I 
want to have a job someday”).

In the coming days, I witnessed the 
kind of bad tattoos that only college 
kids get from the little shops around 
the corner from campus: quotes from 
authors people “liked one thing” by, 
a lot of Celtic crosses, and extremely 
small things on people’s wrists that al-
ways wind up looking like large moles. 
At this point, it seems impossible to 
make it out of college without a bad 
tattoo. 

I am very pro-tattoo and have a few 
of my own. And it ain’t just me! Rough-
ly 1 in 5 US adults have one tattoo or 

more. Perma-ink is especially popular 
among young people—it’s estimated 
that 40% of people between the ages 
of 18 and 25 have tattoos. If you plan 
on joining their ranks, please enjoy this 
list of PRO-TIPS (that I wish I’d known 
earlier) on the best way 2 get inked 4 
lyfe:
1. Know what you want…. Because un-
less you’re going to an all fl ash-shop—
where the images of tattoos you can 
get are displayed on walls and you pick 
one, like they used to in “the good old 
days” (i.e. The Great War)—your input is 
going to be important. Take the time to 
think about content, placement, color, 
etc. because it is going to be on you un-

til you die…or get it lasered off. 
2. …but trust the artist. Even though 
you are a special autonomous snow-
fl ake, you are probably not a tattoo 
expert on your fi rst go-round. So, for 
instance, if you want a big area of color 
completely fi lled in and it is going to 
take hours upon hours (and piles of 
cash), listen to the alternatives your 
artist presents. After all, this is their 
job, not yours. 
3. In a similar vein, pick an artist with 
a style that will work for your piece. 
Do a little research! Many artist have 
Tumblrs, reviews on Yelp, or sections 
on their shop’s website that feature 
their work. If you want a portrait and 

they mainly do typography or vice ver-
sa, reconsider your choice of artist. 
4. Then research their shop. Stop in 
and check it out, and at the very least 
call. Ask if they take walk-ins, or if you 
need to schedule an appointment for 
a consultation. Cleanliness is most im-
portant, but you should also go some-
place where you feel comfortable. Also, 
be sure to fi nd out the shop/artist’s 
policies on: deposits for appointments, 
cancellation of appointments, and 
hourly rate.
5. Set aside a little dough. When it 
comes to a work of art that you will 
wear every day forever, bargain shop-
ping should be pretty low on the priority 

list. Tattoo artists have a very technical-
ly and creatively challenging job, and 
they deserve every penny. Rates can go 
anywhere from about $100-$1000+ an 
hour. Renowned artists in NYC like Anil 
Gupta (portraits, starting at $450/hr.), 
Stephanie Tamez (typography, $200-
$400/hr.), or Scott Campbell (Sailor 
Jerry-ish stuff and typography, $1000 
for fi rst hr., $200 for each hr. after) may 
be a little steep for you. Also budget a 
healthy tip of at least $20.
6. But don’t get swindled! If you 
are not going to a super-famous art-
ist or shop, you should not be paying 
more than $250/hr. If you’re getting a 
smaller piece that takes less than one 

hour, you will probably have to pay the 
full rate for an hour. As for deposits to 
secure your appointment (usually $60-
$100), make sure they are taken off 
the fi nal cost of your piece. 
7. Budget enough time. If you’re get-
ting something small—bottle-cap to 
coaster size—and simple, and you al-
ready have the image for it, you can 
probably walk into a shop and leave 
with a tattoo (providing they accept 
walk-ins). More often though, you will 
need to: go to the shop, get a consult, 
put down your deposit, and pick a day. 
Many well-known New York artists are 
booked through New Years, so take 
that into consideration. 

8. As for the day 
of, don’t drink 
alcohol. Do eat a 
solid meal—a lot 
of people, even 
seasoned vets, 
pass-out when 
they don’t. 
9. Go pretty. 
When it comes to 
meanings behind 
tattoos, some-
times less is 
more—don’t over 
think what you 
want and why you 
want it and how 
you can cram all 
the meaning be-
hind it into one 
3x5inch section 
of skin. Instead, 
follow the guide-
lines set out by  

writer Emily McCombs in her xojane.
com piece “All My Tattoos Are Mean-
ingless, Just Like My Insignifi cant 
Life.” McCombs states most frequently 
asked questions she and other tat-
tooed people get are “Why did you get 
them?” and “What do they mean?” In 
McCombs’s case, like in many peo-
ple’s, she picked her tattoos because 
of their aesthetics. While sentimental 
value is fi ne, I agree with McComb’s 
tat criteria. That way, instead of over-
indulging your brain in coming up with 
a meaning for something/getting bad 
album art tattoos that you will regret 
later, you will wind up with a piece you 
love for life.

Getting Inked: A Guide to Rocking the Tattoo of Your Dreams
How not to screw up that permanent portrait of your deceased cat, Doris by Liam Lowery

STAFF KAT VON D

#NoRegretz#NoRegretz You know what I love?You know what I love?
Ice cream...Ice cream...



After fi ve years of dormancy, Paul 
Thomas Anderson has emerged with 
a fi lm based upon the beginnings 
of Scientology as seen through the 
perspective of a veteran enduring 
a massive mental breakdown. It is 
without a doubt some of his fi nest 
work. The production story of “The 
Master” seems to hold a general 
theme of resurgence, as it is Joaquin 
Phoenix’s fi rst appearance on screen 
since his career halting mockumen-
tary blunder “I’m Still Here”  and An-
derson’s fi rst fi lm since the highly ac-
claimed “There Will Be Blood” -- which 
many consider one of the the 2000’s 
best movies. This also marks the fi rst 
collaboration between Anderson and 
Philip Seymour Hoffman since 2002’s 
“Punch-Drunk Love.”  Throw in Radio-
head’s Jonny Greenwood again com-
posing an eerie soundtrack for the 
director, and the expectations could 
not be higher.

What most people will probably im-
mediately take note of during this fi lm 
are the incredible performances from 
Phoenix and Hoffman. Phoenix plays 
an extremely alcoholic World War II 
veteran who becomes entangled in 
the problems of a religious organiza-
tion/therapy community/cult as his 
own mental state deteriorates. To be 
perfectly honest, I could care less 

about the rest of 
the performances 
this year; Phoenix 
should win the 
Best Actor Oscar. 
From the constant 
drunken speech 
impediment to the 
terribly awkward 
social interactions 
and his generally 
over-sexual ized 
demeanor, Phoe-
nix’s portrayal 
of  Freddy Quell 
is one of the 
most uncomfort-
able and impres-
sive acting jobs 
I have seen in 
quite some time. 
That is not to say 
that Hoffman is 
brushed to the 
wayside. His au-
thoritative tone 
and carefully 
crafted articulation brings forth a 
dark, yet likeable character whose 
moral standing is impossible to fully 
decipher. We also fi nd Amy Adams in a 
key supporting role as the steadfast, 
pregnant wife to Hoffman, who at the 
very least, has earned herself an Os-
car nomination, as well.

After the performances, the next 
thing you notice about this fi lm is 

just how fucking beautiful it looks. 
Anderson brings in a new cinematog-
rapher, Mihai Malaimare Jr., to shoot 
in 65mm fi lm as opposed to the stan-
dard 35mm.  “The Master” is the fi rst 
non-documentary movie to undertake 
this feat since Kenneth Branaugh’s 
“Hamlet” adaptation in 1996. The 
basic difference is that the 65mm 
is much harder to shoot in, but is of 
much higher quality. However, there 

is also a practical aspect to this deci-
sion: most theaters will not have the 
technology to handle this caliber fi lm, 
thus resulting in a slightly distorted 
picture. I was lucky enough to see it at 
the Village East Cinema in its intended 
state, and I suggest you do the same. 
Anderson throws in several one-point 
perspective shots to bring forth that 
creepy Kubrick-like symmetry along 
with several movement shots, that ap-
pear to be baffl ingly diffi cult. The cos-
tume design is equally impressive, as 
it manages to capture the look of the 
1950s without being campy. 

In regards to Greenwood’s 
soundtrack, the Radiohead guitarist 
takes more of a background role here 
than in his previous work for “There 
Will Be Blood.” Although there are 
moments in which the score actively 
juts into the narrative, the composi-
tions are more like background music 
with underlying tones that would up-
set the stomachs of the audience for 
reasons they could not quite place. In 
an even more stylistic notion, Green-
wood and Anderson leave many 
scenes silent, thus pushing forth even 
more discomfort. 

I do not wish to say too much about 
the plot of this movie for several rea-
sons. First and foremost, I try not to 
be one of those bastards who spoils 
beautiful things for people. Secondly, 
I honestly do not have a fully formed 
opinion about what I saw and prob-
ably won’t for a few months or a year, 
as is the custom with P.T. Anderson 
fi lms. There is a clear commentary 
on post-traumatic stress disorder and 
organized religion’s capability for de-
ceit, but there is much more going on 
here that remains to be uncovered in 
regards to the relationship between 
Hoffman and Phoenix’s characters. 
In short, I just don’t really know how 
I feel about it yet, which seems to 
currently be the general response 
to this fi lm. 

So with brilliant performances, 
beautiful cinematography, an unnerv-
ing score, and a plot that will leave 
your head spinning, it is safe to say 
that Paul Thomas Anderson has done 
it again. No, I am not going to utilize 
some lame pun about how he or the 
cast or the crew are the true “mas-
ters” or anything like that. That would 
be too easy. I will say that we would 
all be privileged if the people involved 
in “The Master” kept making movies 
for years to come. 
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“The Master” Is An Enigmatic Piece Of Oscar-bait
The world welcomes Joaquin Phoenix and PTA back with open arms 
by Dan Murphy
Staff OMG! PTA!

Joaquin plays himself in Paul  Joaquin plays himself in Paul  
Thomas Anderson’s new fi lm.Thomas Anderson’s new fi lm.
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Kim Kardashian is not suited 
for high fashion. I was paraphras-
ing Benjamin Wallace’s New York
feature on America’s Hourglass for 
my boyfriend. “She has too many 
curves,” I told him. “High fashion 
is angular, androgynous and self-
punishing.” He contorted his face 
into the same look he makes when I 
ask him which shoes I should wear. 
“Why?” 

It was a simple question, but I 
found myself shocked. Immersed 
in the iconography projected by the 
world of magazines (and my online 
shopping habit), I had only experi-
enced fashion as angular/androgy-
nous/self-punishing. I had never 
thought it was possible for it to be 
anything else. I spent a summer 
bumping into models at Allure, but 
take a look at any runway show and 
you’ll see a world where the B in “B 
cup” may as well stand for “busty.”

Runway models are more asceti-
cally than aesthetically pleasing. 
They are bundles of bones, hangers 
upon which designers display their 
work. As blank canvasses, the mod-
els of the catwalk allow the clothes 
they wear to be art independent of 
the body that wears them. I under-
stand the concept of presenting 
pieces as valuable in and of them-
selves, and yet to display clothes in 
this way is to deny their practicality. 
(They are, of course, intended to be 
worn, to protect us from the weather 
and shield our nipples from view). 

Yet, I don’t think the projection 
of clothes as art prohibits them 
from accentuating the female form. 
Note: I am not attempting to make 
the staid “curves are beautiful, too” 
argument, this is not a Dove com-
mercial. The point here is that the 
high fashion runway models in ques-
tion are defeminized. They are made 
up of straight lines and 90 degree 
angles, with bodies better suited 
for the Pythagorean Theorem than 
bras. They are not male or female 
as much as they are giant, strutting 
stick figures. 

But the female body is beautiful. 

Thin or voluptuous, emaciated or 
fat; the female body insofar as it is 
feminine is a work of art. And curvy 
bodies in particular are unnerving 
on a deep, visceral level. The female 
shape has been represented in 

countless forms since the beginning 
of time. Picture dinosaurs painting 
their girlfriends, tiny arms and all. 
Supple breasts resting just above a 
woman’s waistline, before it indents 
and sprawls out into hips connote 
fertility. Such figures are alluring, 
if for no other reason than baby-
making and evolution. For evidence, 
consult thousands of years of art 
history or just that episode of “Sein-
feld” where Elaine explains it to Jer-
ry, “The female body is a work of art. 
The male body is utilitarian. It’s for 
gettin’ around. It’s like a Jeep.” 

It’s true. And when we’re talking 
curves, it doesn’t get better than 
Kim. She has the idealized volup-
tuous figure, making her a par-
ticularly problematic high fashion 
hopeful. To be fair, Kim’s curves are 
not the only reason she isn’t fit for 
Anna Wintour’s private parties (the 
Vogue editor notoriously banned her 

from a gathering at the Met). High 
fashion is exclusive and elitist…and 
Kim has 16.2 million followers on 
Twitter. She is too accessible – her 
deepest secrets available with the 
click of a mouse.

Yet, Kim’s ass alone leaves her 
a poor match for the world of Ver-
sace and Chanel, independent of its 
Instagram fame. “[Fashion] hates 
sex, even as it sells it (coldly),” says 
Wallace in the aforementioned ar-
ticle. It’s true. Fashion hates sex 
and the figures that infer it. There’s 
no doubting that, but my question 
echoes that of my bored and half-lis-
tening boyfriend, perking up at the 
mention of something so simultane-
ously pervasive and puzzling: Why? 

Maybe it’s because my body is 
closer to Kim’s than Twiggy’s. Per-
haps I’m too immersed in my plebi-
an sale shopping, too trivialized by 
the pedestrian world which I accom-
modate to understand high fashion. 
But maybe I have a point. Anyways, 
whether she’s wearing Helmut Lang 
or H&M, Kim Kardashian makes 
clothes look fucking hot. 

Kim Kardashian: More Than Just A Human Coat Hanger

by Lauren Duca
Co-Editor-In-Chief

Who: David Byrne & St. Vincent
Where: Williamsburg Park
When: Saturday, September 29; 
doors at 6:30, show at 7:30
How Much: $45
Why: The combination of the two 
is simply not to be missed.  The 
unique sound of their collabora-
tion promises to be both unique 
and awe-inspiring.  Not to mention 
there’s the chance they’ll play fa-
vorites from their solo projects.  It’ll 
be everything white people like, and 
more.

Who: M83, Sun Airway
Where: Wellmont Theatre,
5 Seymour Street, Montclair
When:  Monday October 4; 
How Much: $30-$35
Why: Fun things do happen in 
Jersey. Case and point: M83 com-
ing to perform in Montclair. With 
Monclair going through a sort of 
rivival, this would be the perfect op-
portunity to explore the town, grab 
dinner, and listen to some sweet, 
sweet tunes.

Who: The Ravonettes
Where: Webster Hall, 125 East 
11th Street
When: Friday October 5; doors at 
7:00, show at 8:00
How Much: $22
Why: The Ravonettes are just a 
ton of fun. Beachy, loud, and kinda 
moody, this one should be nothing 
short of a good time complete with 
funky haircuts and lots of dancing.  
And we certainly love funky haircuts 
and dancing. Melody’s Echo Cham-
ber opens.

Who: Jens Lekman
Where: Terminal 5, 610 West 56th 
Street
When:  Monday October 8; doors at 
7:00, show at 8:00
How Much: $25-$30
Why: Hey you!  Yes, you!  Do you 
love things that are Swedish and 
adorable, yet complex and sophisti-
cated. Then you ought to check out 
this show, for an evening of dance-
able, hypnotic pop compositions. 
Taken by Trees opens.  

The stigmas of high fashion look unfavorably on curves and Kim K’s bootySHOWS

“Dat ass!”“Dat ass!”
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Bright and early Saturday, with my 
accomplice Gibson Merrick, I set out for 
a nice morning walk through Fordham’s 
campus and to the Botanical Gardens.  
I was equipped with a camera and 
walking shoes.  Gibson was doused in 
blood.  A lot of blood.  Maybe the in-
fl uence for this was my roommate’s 
DVD collection – due to lack of cable 
in our new apartment I have watched 
Fargo nearly thirteen times on loop 
and soaked up some pretty gruesome 
fruit-punch-fi lled slaughter scenes.  Or 
maybe Gibson knows too much about 
fake blood and for some reason has an 
excess supply of the tinted corn syrup 
stuff…  Either way, at ten o’clock Satur-
day morning the two of us started out 
across Fordham’s campus.  I quote, 
“Just walked past a guy covered in fake 
blood on campus #hesnotonFUEMS 
#soconfused”.  

Here’s the guy-covered-in-fake-
blood’s take on the whole scene. 
Gibson: Yeah, I might have covered my-
self in fake blood on one or fi ve differ-
ent occasions during my time here at 
Fordham. Which is probably why Han-
nah asked me to volunteer for her Vi-
sual Thinking art project, where the ob-
jective was to confuse, shock, piss-off, 
frighten, or alarm as many other human 
beings as possible. Between the old 
lady gardeners, the innocent children, 
and the seasonal fl owers, the Botani-
cal Gardens seemed as good a place 
as any to elicit shocks and awe.  But I 
admit, it gets kinda old after the third 
time you do it.  People tend to have one 
of three different reactions when faced 
with a blood-soaked individual: averted 
gaze, slack-jawed staring, or vocalized 
concern with offers to call 911.

So when we approached the Gar-
dens, we were doubtful security would 
even let us near the gate, let alone on 
the premises. Surprisingly though, we 
were allowed to waltz right on in, make-
up and all.  And even more surprising 
were the responses from the Botanical 
Gardenites. In my experience before, 
there were only the affronted three 
negative responses, this trip presented 

something new - laughter. One kid saw 
me and ran away whimpering, only to 
laugh nervously from the safety of her 
mother’s hip. Another group of elderly 
women approached me to thoughtfully 
discuss Hannah’s “artistic vision,” and 
giggled delightfully when I made up 
some bullshit on the spot about “soci-
ety’s unwillingness to acknowledge do-
mestic horrors.” For the record, I take 
no credit for any artistic vision; I just 
wanted to see what people would do 
when a bloody guy smelled some rose 
bushes. 

But because of the blood, I wound up 
talking to a lot of different people, even 
if it was just to discuss performance 
art in general or hear others’ reactions 
from around the park.  Sure, there were 
a fair share of averted gazes and wide-
eyed staring, but as I left the Botanical 
Gardens that day, I had a more optimis-
tic stance on people’s ability to laugh 
at situations where they feel uncom-
fortable. This attitude carried over to 
Rose Hill’s campus, where tour groups 
and students alike seemed to actu-
ally enjoy something so unexpected.  It 
made me wish more students at Rose 
Hill did weird performance arty gigs.  If 
I learned anything from the excursion, 
it was that there is an audience for this 
kind of stuff at Rose Hill.  Even if they 
don’t know it yet.
Hannah: Like he said, Gibson is a fake 
blood afi cionado.  But, new to the whole 
gore bath ordeal, I was in awe just like 
the old ladies at the Botanical Garden 
who tried to discuss the so called “ar-
tistic vision” and purpose behind the 
red syrup.  Throughout the day, I even 

laughed more than the focused Ford-
ham tour guide who really did try with all 
her might to ignore Gibson as he joined 
the group of hopefuls.  When going for 
the “viewers must have a ‘WTF’ reac-
tion” goal – verbatim my class assign-
ment – I guess the tackily done blood 
job deserved the laughter it received.  
It wasn’t so believable (especially in 
the New York Botanical Gardens of all 
places), but I was surprised that not a 
single person out of the audience we 
encountered that morning got even so 
much as offended by the suggestion 
of violence that even the fakest of all 
blood jobs represents.  Maybe it’s New 
York.  I know my grandmother back in 
Oklahoma would not be pleased.  At all.

After we spent two hours sauntering 
and sweating around the Botans – the 
sun was getting higher in the sky and 
the blood was starting to run – we de-
cided the damage was done. “WTF” 
had been said, and it was time for Gib-
son to wash the corn syrup out of his 
eye sockets.  As we walked down Ar-
thur Avenue on the way home, Bronx 
locals were not so pleased – more like 
my grandma back in OK.  There were 
gasps and the 911 offers of Gibson’s 
expected reactions.  Though I have nev-
er felt so happily accepted anywhere in 
New York as I did that morning, it still 
seems that maybe in the end the audi-
ence for these “interventions” can only 
take place within closed gates like that 
of Fordham’s campus and The Botani-
cal Gardens, where the represented 
real horror and gore are far from a con-
cern for those full of laughs.

A Bloody Good Time at the Botanical Gardens
Demented art project unites weird teens, pleasant seniors EVENTS
by Gibson Merrick
News Co-Editor and
Hannah Weissenbuelher
Copy Chief

What: Discovering Columbus
Where: Columbus Circle
When: Thru November 18
How Much: Free!
Why: If you’ve ever wanted to get 
a good look at the Christopher 
Columbus statue on Columbus Cir-
cle but were previously too drunk 
to effectively climb it, now’s your 
chance! Artist Tatzu Nishi has in-
stalled a 27x30 living room 70 feet 
above ground that surrounds the 
statue.  Guests are able to sit in a 
typical American living room and 
observe the once far away fi gure.  
And it’s completely stable, don’t 
worry.

What: Art In Odd Places
Where: Along 14th Street
When: October 5 - 15
How Much: Free!
Why: “Fashion. Prototype. Pose. 
Imitate. Plan. System.” is the 
theme for this year’s New York Art 
in Odd Places festival.  For 10 days, 
artists will be wearing, performing, 
displaying, or doing just about any-
thing along 14th street to challenge 
the traditional notion of where art 
takes place.  Think people dressed 
as hot dogs or doing other bizarre 
things like a Barbara Bush imper-
sonation by Martha Wilson.  There 
also will be tours and workshops 
offered throughout the week.

What: Creepers
Where: Superchief Gallery, 136 
Jackson Street, Brooklyn
When: October 4 - November 4
How Much: Free!
Why: Because we’re all a little per-
verted. Creepers has long been a 
collection looking for a home, as 
few places are willing to host the 
exhibition due to its highly explicit 
nature. This group art display pres-
ents a series of pieces that intend 
to liberate carnal instincts that 
are often repressed because of 
societal pressures that demonize 
sexual deviance. If you’re a per-
son looking for a shock, or just an 
unabashed pervert, this is the art 
opening of your wet dreams.

Photo by Hannah WeissenbuehlerPhoto by Hannah Weissenbuehler
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Warhol Exhibit Proves to Be Pretty Wild Despite Occasional Hiccups
A celebration of Andy showcases a variety of inspired work and plenty of Marilyn

Andy Warhol’s work, life, and method 
are an ineffable milestone in contem-
porary art. His work offered a concep-
tual challenge to its audience without 
estranging them from known aestheti-
cal frameworks; Warhol used the ex-
posed visual language of mass media 
to engage the consciousness of soci-
ety in a subtly counter-normative con-
versation. His life solidifi ed in popular 
imagination a neoromantic notion of 
the artist as intellectual, eccentric, dis-
tressed, and glamorous. His method 
reconciled the fi nancial aspirations of 
a collaborative businessman with the 
desire for autonomously wielded cre-
ativity. Also, who doesn’t want to love a 
wonky colored Marilyn Monroe screen-
printed to his neurons by way of popu-
lar (over)exposure?

The Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 
newest exhibition Regarding Warhol, 
Sixty Artists, Fifty Years has the work, 
life, and method of Andy Warhol at its 
heart. The exhibition is neatly arranged 
according to fi ve themes “Daily News: 
From Banality to Disaster,” “Portrai-
ture: Celebrity and Power,” “Queer 
Studies: Shifting Identities,” “Consum-
ing Images: Appropriation, Abstraction, 
and Seriality,” and “No Boundaries: 
Business, Collaboration, and Specta-
cle.” Warhol’s pieces are coordinated 
around and often juxtaposed by the 
works of other artists. 

But then the Met just threw in some 
weirder than “God hates fags but loves 
bigots” stuff by Takashi Murakami, Jeff 
“I’m-psychedelic-and-horny” Koons, 
and others who I apathetically forget. 
I could feel the tourists burn with Ki-
erkegaardian artistic fervor alike as 
they tried to connect the dots, literally 

and fi guratively. Maybe it was a stretch 
thematically, or maybe just a stretch for 
a better title, “Sixty Artists.” But I like 
to think Warhol would be totes LOL-ing 
at our mental WTFs, and then actually 
laughing out loud, at the expectation 
to suppress disgust or bewilderment 
or horniness because one does not do 
that common sort of thing in The Tisch 
Galleries at The Met.

In a fun-and-depressing way, I found 
the thematic endeavor was most 
evocative in the sterile-white walled 
and metallic candy strewn room that 
was centered on “disaster, death, and 
the derelict destruction of an artist’s 
angst.” I just wish the Met had used my 
perfectly alliterated title. I won’t spoil 
the “tourist’s fervor” for you by explicat-
ing actual artwork, but I will say: Bruce 
“Manorexia-It’s a thing” Nauman’s 
dEATh neon sign cast a most elegantly 
dismal shadow across Jeff “I’m-mor-

bid-and-horny” Koons booby sculpture.
In my experience, the hallmark of a 

good exhibit is its ability to suggest the 
presence and essence of artistic in-
quiry, and elevate the viewer out of the 
strict socio-historical contexts or aes-
thetic frameworks on display. That is 
to say, the exhibition as a whole should 
require of its audience a similar, if not 
greater than, intellectual and emotive 
response to the individual works with-
in. The confusing and conceptual na-
ture of Regarding Warhol is entirely ap-
propriate to the art on display. And for 
just $12, you can and probably will pur-
chase a Warhol Marilyn of your own. All 
I ask is that you kindly and thoughtfully 
take a cue from these pop art weirdos 
– maybe spray molten chocolate and 
canned cheese on her chest area, or 
maybe put fake red rubies on her eyes 
and hang it on your ceiling above your 
bed. Keep art alive, guys.

by Christian Bagrow
Staff Artsy Fartsy

Walter White, the man with the 
worst luck west of the Mississippi, 
returned in Part One of the fifth and 
final season of “Breaking Bad.”  Our 
beloved chemist returned after blow-
ing up Gus Fring, ready to start his 
own business in the meth industry. 
Despite Walt’s belief that he was just 
going to slip into this “open market,” 
his plans, of course, did not exactly 
work out. “Sure Jesse, we’re not gon-
na kill any more people!” Wrong. “My 
guys won’t talk, Walter.” Not exactly, 
Mike. Problems arose often, and the 
consequences of failure became 
more severe.

Like many times before, Heisen-
berg once again had to devise a plan 
to get himself and his counterparts 
out of the shit he created.  I have to 
say, his ideas became more creative 
and genius as time went on, but they 
also became more savage and more 
brutal. I would never expect that hir-
ing neo-Nazis to simultaneously kill 
nine witnesses in different prisons 
was an option for Walt, but then 
again, when does this show not sur-
prise me?  The gruesome montage 

of Gus Fring’s former employees be-
ing shanked and set on fire by skin-
heads rivals the ending to “The God-
father.” It has become apparent that 
Walter will stop at nothing to protect 
himself and Jesse. The meth busi-
ness has cre-
ated a true 
monster.  

We also 
learned more 
about Mr. 
White’s fall-
ing out with 
Grey Matter, 
and how he 
planned to 
build a new 
business em-
pire to retain 
his pride.  
Sure, the 
cancer and 
need to pro-
vide for his 
family greased the gears, but the fuel 
for this destructive machine came 
from Walt’s diminished self-worth.  
His life at home is totally destroyed. 
There is no love left in Walt and Sky-
ler’s marriage. I really lost hope in 

Mr. White’s soul when he pretended 
to be upset with his marital prob-
lems just to get into Hank’s office. 
The final episode of this half of the 
season shows an attempt by Walt to 
redeem his family life. He pays off 

Jesse and quits making meth.  Wal-
ter Jr. and Holly move back into the 
White household. However, the good 
times do not last. 

The final scene of part one had my 
heart beating faster than any horror 

movie possibly could. I could only 
imagine what was going to happen 
as the Schrader and White famil ies 
were enjoying a meal by the pool. The 
suspense was killing me, and the 
White children’s presence only made 
things worse. I knew something hor-
rible was about to happen. For all I 
knew, a bomb could have blown up 
right there. But all of Walt’s work 
to stay out of the DEA’s radar went 
right down the toilet, literally. Hank 
knows who Heisenberg is now. It’s 
hard to guess what he is going to do 
with this revelation. Knowing the ter-
rible things he has done, it will be a 
daunting task to chase this monster. 

Executive Producer Vince Gilligan 
has left us asking questions yet 
again. Will the cancer come back? Is 
Walt really “out” of the meth game? 
Will Skylar forgive her husband? 
And why the hell did we see Walt 
with a full head of hair and an as-
sault rifle in the first episode of the 
season?  Being scared has never 
been so entertaining. God, I love 
this show. Stay tuned for Part Two, 
coming Summer 2013. 

by Conor Daly
Staff Meth Head

Back to the Lab: A Reflection on the First Half of “Breaking Bad’s” Final Season
It was business as usual in ABQ, complete with murderous neo-Nazis, magnets, and (of course) meth

Most game changing shit ever.Most game changing shit ever.
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The Internet has been making 
a lot of noise lately about “Teen 
Mom” Farrah Abraham’s jump into 
the publishing and music indus-
tries. Farrah, an Iowa native, first 
appeared on MTV’s “Sixteen and 
Pregnant” in 2009. Her episode 
was so popular MTV promoted her 
to the “Teen Mom” cast. On both 
shows, she is best known for yell-
ing at her parents “My Super Sweet 
Sixteen” style and, more broadly, 
narcissism. Last month, MTV Books 
published her not-at-all melodra-
matic memoir, “My Teenage Dream 
Ended,” about her experience as 
a teen mom whose sometimes 
boyfriend died two months before 
their daughter was born. The mem-
oir peaked at number 11 on the 
New York Times nonfiction best-
seller list. 

Farrah also released a soundtrack 
to the book; apparently, readers 
would not be able to comprehend 
the gravity of her teenage dream 
ending without a corresponding 
soundscape. Honestly, good for 
her. As is etched onto the Statue 
of Liberty, “Give me your tired, your 
poor, your most-hated reality stars 
yearning to release a single.” The 
American Dream entitles us all to a 
shot at having a major media con-
glomerate bankroll our twenties. 

The epicenter of Farrah’s career 
reinvention is her personal You-
Tube channel, “pafarrahabraham.” 
Farrah’s channel is a catch-all 
where she shares her homemade 
music videos and tries to break 
onto the YouTube scene with beau-
ty, fitness, and cooking tips. I say 
this with much love for both “Teen 
Mom” and YouTube: Farrah’s at-
tempts to become the next Juciy-
Star07 are failing wildly. Almost all 
of her videos have been “disliked” 
by over two-thirds of viewers. The 
clips are filled with odd intersti-
tials, empty tips, and a coldness 
that separates her from the rest 
of YouTube’s beauty gurus. People 
watch instructional YouTube videos 
for a bevy of reasons, not the least 
of which is to get lifestyle advice 

from people viewers find at least 
a little inspirational (or, to use a 
trite magazine expression, “aspi-
rational”). Since Farrah is very fit, 
exercises constantly, and isn’t shy 
around cameras, she should be 
able to make a popular fitness vid-
eo—or at least one that isn’t widely 
reviled. But her work out video, 
“F&S Work Out #1 BabyBum,” is 
just her getting on her hands and 
knees and lifting one leg, peeing 
dog style. Sometimes she hugs her 
baby. That isn’t a tip, let alone a 
useful exercise. 

The same can be said for her 
cooking videos. One of Farrah’s 
main MTV plot points was moving 
to Florida to pursue an associate’s 
degree in restaurant management 
or, in her words, “culinary school” 
(she did not go to culinary school). 
In her video “Food with Farrah ‘Pyr-
amid Kitchen,’” it is clear that she 
not only learned nothing at Food 
Academy, but also that her con-
cept of food is so abstracted from 
the norm that she might as well be 
a Martian. Filmed on her iPhone, 
like all of her videos, “Pyramid 
Kitchen” features the very dis-
tinctive, public domain accessible 
background music of early 2000s 
pornography. Giving viewers tips 
about healthy eating, Farrah sug-
gests eating one piece of kale, 
says that lime, papaya, and tomato 
are a healthy dose of vegetables, 

and lets viewers know that “if you 
are 19 to 70 years old, you only 
need 6 ounces of protein to satisfy 
your appetite per day.” Qualifying a 
tip as useful for viewers ages 19 to 
70 would make anyone sound like 
a WebMD robot, and Farrah’s natu-
rally robotic voice and dead shark 
eyes intensify the effect. “Mmm,” 
she concludes, awkwardly sniff-
ing the plate like a pet sticking its 
nose in your cocktail, “this smells 
like a well-balanced meal.” It’s 
just…strange. And maybe that’s 
exactly the point.

 Farrah Abraham’s YouTube 
channel is the site of some of the 
most interesting outsider art I’ve 
seen in ages. Her music and vid-
eos meet and exceed the criteria 
for American contemporary art set 
by, for instance, Richard Phillips’s 
Lindsay Lohan project currently 
showing at Gagosian. Farrah’s 
work is all the more fascinating 
since she is documenting celeb-
rity, exposure, and womanhood in 
the first person. 

Musically, her album is so auto-
tuned and empty that it has been 
widely dubbed the new “Friday” 
by Rebecca Black. However, Far-
rah’s songs are wildly different 
than Black’s wannabe Beiber ear-
worm machines. I easily fooled two 
friends into thinking “Getting Up 
From Rock Bottom,” her first single, 
was a Dan Deacon-Crystal Castles 

collaboration. The lyrics help push 
Farrah out of straight-up demented 
pop and into the outsider art world. 
Black’s “Fun, fun, think about fun!” 
is a swell look at the corrosive 
emptiness capital enforces on art, 
but Farrah is singing (“singing”) 
about private aspects of an oth-
erwise public life—private aspects 
that are likely made up or exagger-
ated to propel her into a post-MTV 
career. What does it mean to ex-
pose oneself through the medium 
of projected experiences, and is 
that the most essential conundrum 
of millenials’ reality TV raised, Ins-
tagrammed lives? Farrah’s blowing 
my mind, y’all.

Her most impressive work to 
date, the song and video “On My 
Own,” either confirms the infi-
nite monkey theorem or proves 
that Farrah is an artistic savant. 
Think David Fishkind’s Visage se-
ries with the added component of 
freaky-deaky art music. The three 
minute video opens with white text 
on black credits. Inexplicably, the 
type changes from “ON MY OWN” 
to “On My Own (no end quotation 
mark). Cue shaky iPhone shots of 
Farrah pushing her baby, Sophia, 
on a swing, clouds spinning, and 
Sophia dancing around on a wide 
grassy campgr—Oh, wait a minute, 
that’s a graveyard where Farrah’s 
ex is buried. The baby dances on 
her father’s grave for a while (yes, 
Farrah does get a long shot of the 
gravestone) and then runs down a 
pier while Farrah recites a poem 
that’s part personal, part word 
salad. “I’m swinging on little one’s 
hand/ I’m the push behind the 
swing…My hopes have dropped/ 
My sadness flares/The anger is my 
power/ My heart just stares.” If I 
made a Pitchfork People’s List, it 
would just be this song, over and 
over.

So keep an eye on Farrah. One 
day soon, you may see her videos 
projected on a loft’s wall in Wil-
liamsburg or learn that she was 
given a column in VICE. If noth-
ing else, she at least deserves a 
cameo on the next season of Bra-
vo’s “Gallery Girls.”

by Marisa Carroll
Co-Editor-In-Chief

Farrah Abraham, 
Outsider Artist

In trying to prove she can do more than be a teen mom, reality 
star stumbles into the contemporary art world

Farrah and her BFF, John CageFarrah and her BFF, John Cage
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Major:  Communications 
Minor: Boning 
Relationship Status: Single 
Favorite Fordham Memory: I have  
the same disorder as Drew Barry-
more in “50 First Dates” (none). 
Song:  “Goodbye Horses,” Q Laza-
rus 
Date: Unisex bathrooms, petting 
zoo
Free Time: Tanning 
Favorite Movie: “Lifesize”
Favorite Quote: “Fill another cup, 
feelin’ on ya butt…what?”
Favorites in a Guy: Small hands 
Things You Can’t Live Without: My 
Segway. Walking is so 47%. 

Major: Freakonomics ;)
Minor: Um, none 
Relationship Status: Ready 2 
Mingle 
Favorite Fordham Memory: That 
time I queefed at Tinkers, and ev-
eryone pretended not to hear it. 
Song:  “Levels,” Avicii
Date: April 12th (Birthday bitchez)
Free Time: “the paper” 
Favorite Movie: “American Beauty”
Favorite Quote: “Diamonds are a 
girl’s best friend!”
Favorites in a Guy: The Y Chromo-
some
Things You Can’t Live Without: 
Oxygen, water, the occasional meal 

Major:  Theology 
Minor: Women’s Studies  
Relationship Status: SINGLE 
Favorite Fordham Memory: Defi -
nitely the introduction of “Mex to 
the Max” in the Marketplace! 
Song:  “On My Own,” Farrah 
Date: Marshalls making haul vid-
eos
Free Time: Mornings 12 AM - 3 AM 
Favorite Movie: “Slime City” 
Favorite Quote: “Put your $$ 
where your mouth is!” 
Favorites in a Guy: Lip tattoos and 
back hair 
Things You Can’t Live Without: 
Seafood salad and Ram Bucks 

PETERCONNOR GIBSON
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The votes are in: Honey Boo-Boo, 
Farrah Abraham of Teen Mom fame, 
and Kim Kardashian are perfection. In-
spired by their Ru Paul worthy swagger,  
we pulled out the list of most fabulous 
ladies we want to rock out to “Let’s 
Have a Kiki” with...and, ultimately, be-
come.

Susan Boyle
by Gibson Merrick
News Editor
Susan Boyle. That’s who I wish I were. 
Remember that moment when every-
one fuckin’ ate their words as soon as 
she starting singing? You don’t get that 
kinda power everyday. Susan’s quiet 
confi dence and understated beauty are 
more than national treasure, they’re a 
global treasure. When aliens decide 
to land and ask to speak to a human 
representative, Susan will be there to 
sing “I Dreamed A Dream,” and then 
they’ll decide we’re worth saving. I’d 
bet you $500 dollars Susan Boyle can 
do whatever offensive, disgusting thing 
that pops into her mind and then just 
sing herself outta the ensuing jam. And 
when my relevance had all but com-
pletely faded, I’d front a heavy metal 
band called Susan’s Boyle. Life would 
be great. 
Tyra Banks
by Connor O’Brien
Earwax Editor

The woman I want to be? How could 
there be any other choice? It’s almost 
unnecessary to have her last name in 

Basic Bitches
Need Not Apply.

the description. Tyra belongs to a spe-
cial demographic of women who can 
be identifi ed by one name, and out of 
Oprah, Cher, and Liza, she’s defi nitely 
the hottest. Now, you could argue for 
Beyoncé, but she isn’t nearly as ver-
satile as Ms. Banks: she’s a super-
model, actress, author, role model, 
TV show host, prophet, and Harvard 
Business School graduate. Her infl u-
ence has spread to all the men and 
women who watch the timeless clas-
sic “America’s Next Top Model.” She 
doesn’t even judge the contestants 
anymore. She lets people at home vote 
for who should stay and who should go 
because she feels that she has edu-
cated the general public enough about 

what’s new and interesting. We are all 
her disciples, and I’ve always had a se-
cret hankering to be a messiah slash 
beautiful thirty-something who knows 
that everyone else is just a peasant 
trying to be her. Also, as someone with 
incredibly one-note hair, I envy the 
amount of weaves that she can rock. 
Also smizing. 

Never really been good at that.
Paula Deen
by Will Speros
Arts Editor

I have no qualms in admitting that 
I love food probably more than I like 
most people. Based on her lifestyle/
recipes, Paul Deen feels the same 
way. She shamelessly celebrates her 
love of food, dousing butter in every-
thing just to ensure that it will taste 
better. The woman always has the 
most genuine grin gracing face and 
the most charming Georgia accent to 
boost her charisma even more. When 
she unsurprisingly was diagnosed with 
diabetes, people laughed. Our nation 
seemed to write the whole thing off 
as a joke (which, honestly, it was), but 
Paula surprised everyone. The woman 
went and dropped a whole mess of 
weight in response to her diagnosis 
and is turning her lifestyle around. 
What part of that isn’t awesome? An 
adorable, kind Southern lady made/
ate delicious food then had the will 
power to give it all up in order to save 
her health. That’s pretty admirable 
stuff, folks. I don’t see Oprah getting 
off her fat ass to do fi fteen minutes of 
Pilates, let alone climb a fl ight of stairs 

to satisfy her hunger, but I digress. This 
is the kind of woman who makes me 
proud to be an American, even if the 
concept of a “princess bite” is entirely 
lost on her.
Stevie Nicks
by Peter Lacerenza
Opinions Editor

I’ve enjoyed the existence of many 
a women in my lifetime. There were 
the girls I dated in middle school (oh, 
youth), my “hags” (L0L), and of course 
good old Momzie. However, the woman 
that I’d most want to be is the witchy 
Stevie Nicks. My love for Stevie began 
this summer. As I’d sit home at home 
in my underemployed glory, ponder-
ing the deeper things in life, I’d turn 
on “Rumours” and stare longingly out 
the window. I’d live vicariously through 
her, dancing at a 70s outdoor folk con-
cert, spinning like some stoned, calico 
dervish. Stevie speaks to me. All of her 
angst, her heartbreak, her grace. Ste-
vie is a beautiful woman, and I am hon-
ored to even consider being her.
Kris Jenner
by Madeline St. Amour
Staff Dance Mom

Within the past fi ve years, our world 
has experienced a revolution called 
‘Kardashian’. It has taken over the 
entire E! Network, set feminists’ in-
terests back about twenty years, and 
given new power to the people in real-
ity TV. Now, who wouldn’t want to be 
one of the Kardashian sisters? Money, 
fame, beauty - they have it all (except 
brains and real emotions, but who 
needs those?). But I would never want 
to be them - no, I want to be Kris Jen-
ner. She is the matriarchal overlord of 
this increasingly-plastic family, the true 
genius behind this money-producing 
mess. She knows how to exploit her 
daughters’ curves and lack of any con-
cept of reality perfectly.

And it’s not really that hard a job to 
do. Society did its part - all the Kar-
dashian girls care about are their looks 
and male athletes. So why not encour-
age this shallow obsession and make 
some huge G’s along the way? I think 
we all wish our mothers came up with 
a get-rich-quick scheme where all we 
had to do was shut up and look pretty. 
So props to Kris for stepping up to the 
plate and showing us how to revamp 
our maternal instincts. She’s a fabu-
lous example of how to exploit reality 
TV and not let it exploit you - just let it 
exploit your family!

The Big List: The Women We Most Want to Be

Because it’s hard being perfect .Because it’s hard being perfect .
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Amanda Bynes has offi clally entered a career renaissance. Sure, she said that 
she quit acting and is ready to start life as a normal person, but after being caught 
in her car by TMZ smoking weed and buying fast food twice in the same day, you 
shouldn’t count her out just yet. Think about it, some of the best artists of the last 
century have had amazing rebirths after discovering weed. The Beatles started 
making some of their best stuff after Bob Dylan gave them weed for the fi rst time 
at a party. Why shouldn’t Amanda? I will hold in contention that her unrivaled artis-
tic run from “All That” and “The Amanda Show” mixed with blockbusters like “Big 
Fat Liar,” “She’s the Man,” and “What A Girl Wants” put her in the upper echelon 
of kid stars. A little bit of weed may be just what she needs to start thinking about 
her priorities and how she’s denying us her God-given gifts.

G.O.O.D. Music
Cruel Summer
Valerie Heinmets

To give an accurate picture of Kanye 
West’s state of mind a few weeks be-
fore the release of his latest mega-
collaboration-project/world-takeover, 
West tweeted (a record low of 20 times 
for his rants) about the use of the word 
“bitch.” And it wasn’t offensive. I re-
peat, Kanye West tweeted 20 times 
about the use of the word “bitch” and 
it was thoughtful and in 
defense of women. This 
should’ve been a warning 
sign.

G.O.O.D. Music’s Cruel 
Summer is a massive 
undertaking of a project, 
pulling together artists  
including West, Jay-Z, 
R. Kelly, Big Sean, John 
Legend, Common, Kid 
Cudi, Raekwon, Ghostface Killah, The-
Dream, DJ Khaled, Teyana Taylor, Pu-
sha T, 2 Chainz, and Cheif Keef, among 
others.  

The strength of such a project should 
be found in the plurality and interplay 
of the voices of the artists. Even fur-
ther, the strength of a Kanye West-led 

collective should be found in the me-
ticulous details and the bizarre and 
boundary-pushing twists and turns in 
the production. However, everything 
that could take this effort from just 
okay to ground-breaking is frustratingly 
lacking, leaving the colossal potential 
of this group unfulfi lled.

The overarching disappointment of 
Cruel Summer doesn’t mean it’s all 
bad, or even the word “bad” in the tra-
ditional sense. “Mercy” the lead off 
single, is full of swag-swapping verses 

from West, Big Sean, 
Pusha T, and 2 Chainz. 
Other standouts are 
“The Morning,” “Cold,” 
“One,” and “Sin City.” 
So Cruel Summer isn’t 
bad, but boring. And it’s 
impossible to go into a 
Kanye West project and 
expect anything less 

than amazing. 
Kanye himself explains it best, rap-

ping on “One”, “Yeah, had to take it 
to another round/ Cause everything 
around me got me underwhelmed/ 
Best way to describe my position is at 
the helm.” Cruel Summer fi nds him, 
perhaps in a nod to the album title, on 

vacation and relaxing. He spends most 
of the time rapping about fashion, Kim 
Kardashian, and how he’s fi nally made 
it.

After always being the outsider, the 
loud-mouth asshole that almost ev-
eryone hated, Kanye West has found 
satisfaction. He’s settling down with 
arguably the most non-bad bitch in the 
game, and has won critical and mass 
acclaim from his solo and throne-re-
lated albums. This makes a part of me 
happy for him, but most of me sad for 
the fact that at long last, it would seem 
Kanye is calming down. 

The xx
Coexist
Aaron DeVera

In terms of sound, The xx’s new 
album Coexist has only slightly pro-
gressed from the simple, often cold 
and atmospheric vibes that took every-
one by surprise back in 2009. Short, 
plucked guitar tones and processing 
featured on “Tides” sounds are just as 
reverb-fi lled and effective as they were 
on the band’s early hit “Islands.” Per-
haps the biggest change in the band’s 
production is found in the percussion, 
in which Jamie xx has added new weap-
ons to his arsenal like steel-drums and 
an even greater focus on percussion. 
The infl uence is subtle, with tracks 
such as “Reunion” and “Sunset” hav-
ing a pressing and per-
sistent dance bass drum 
underlining the melody.

Guitarist Romy Mad-
ley Croft’s intimate ap-
proach to songwriting 
has strengthened since 
their self-titled debut, 
pursuing a much less 
vulnerable approach.  
As complimentary as 
bassist/singer Oliver Sim’s vocals can 
be, Croft appears more grounded and 
bold on this album, solidifying the ear-
nestness in the narrator’s experiences 
of lost and forgotten love.

The biggest issue with Coexist is 
the lack of elaboration. Very little has 
changed in the musical production, 

and the same lyrical themes have re-
turned. To many listeners, this is not a 
problem. Some fans, however, will ex-
pect more musical evolution, but the 
group seems to be fi ne in their niche. 
This record is an excellent way to drown 
out the superfl uous drone of modern 
pop music, but the band’s shortcom-
ings come in trying to capture house 
electronic infl uences in their new al-
bum. The xx are as impartial as their 
music; they’re caught up in a mono-
lithic and effective sound that can be 
as comforting as it can be creeping. 
Coexist is a welcome addition to this 
signature sound, and accomplishes a 
somewhat diffi cult goal of staying fresh 
while remaining within the boundaries 
set forth by the album prior. While it 
may not be surprising, it will no doubt 
be making the rounds from the blogs 
of twee teenage girls to hipster remix 
artists alike.

David Byrne & St. Vincent
Love This Giant
Dan Murphy

This new collaboration has been 
one of the most anticipated albums of 
the year: the former frontman of Talk-
ing Heads teaming up with the recent 
critical and audience sweetheart St. 
Vincent, AKA Annie Clark. It certainly 
marks a step in a new direction for both 
artists, as they now employ a bombas-

tic horn section in all of 
the songs. The result is 
pretty enjoyable.

One of the main cri-
tiques that I’ve heard 
about this album is that 
Annie Clark is somewhat 
pushed aside because 
her guitar isn’t as present 
as on her other albums 
and that since the songs 

mostly take on funk rhythms, Byrne is 
overpowering her. However, the syn-
copation and rhythmic complexities of 
the horn section closely resemble St. 
Vincent guitar riffs. I also fi nd it hard to 
believe that Byrne came up with some 
of the crazy key changes that Clark has 
been known for. On the other hand, By-
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rne’s signature funk is undeniably 
present. 

The album is not without its fl aws, 
however. Several very nice lyrical mo-
ments are stomped on by the sporadic 
nature of the horn section; your ears 
can’t tell what they should be paying 
attention to. The duo also utilizes the 
“start real quiet, then bring in drum 
beat” on several of the songs making 
it a little predictable. That being said, 
by the time they get to “The Forest 
Awakes”, the album fi nds balance be-
tween horns and melody 
that the album searches 
for and can’t seem to 
fi nd at times. They also 
fi nd a really nice ending 
with the ballad “Outside 
of Space and Time”, uti-
lizing the Clark orches-
tration that we came to 
know and love on Actor. 

While I don’t believe 
that Love This Giant is as solid as the 
last two St. Vincent albums or most of 
the Talking Heads work, it’s still pretty 
damn good. The main thought I had 
after a few listens is that Annie Clark 
somewhat upstaged her predecessor 
here. The songs that she leads are just 
better than Byrne’s. She might just be 
better on her own.

 

The Avett Brothers
The Carpenter
Justin Hyland

The Avett Brothers return this week 
with their fi rst studio release since 
2009’s I and Love and You.  Their new 
album, The Carpenter, is the Avett’s 
second under the watch (and beard) of 
uber-producer Rick Rubin.  While Seth 
and Scott bring familiar elements to 

the fi eld, this isn’t your typical Avett al-
bum.  The Carpenter demonstrates an 
evolution of a band that has matured 
into a more professional sound.  While 
this might sound heretical to disciples 
who know every “pretty girl” from Ra-
leigh to San Diego, The Carpenter is 
very much a pop album. 

Rubin’s infl uence is even more ap-
parent than it was on I and Love and 
You.  The harmonies are characteris-
tically perfect, as is the tried and true 
guitar-and-banjo based backbone, but 
holy shit! An electric guitar? More on 
that later.

The album opens with the title track, 
a fi ve minute long ballad full of allu-
sions to calloused hands and weary 
nights on the road.  The melody is 
pleasant, the guitar riff is catchy and 
the breakdown is classic Avett. This is 
as country as things get.  The next song 
is the lead single “Live and Die” sung in 

Seth Avett’s pretty upper 
register and is written in 
classic pop structure with 
a soaring chorus and 
guitar solo.  The album 
rarely looks back from 
there.  “Pretty Girl from 
Michigan” is reminiscent 
of the Beatles “Oh Dar-
ling” and “I Never Knew 
You” is characterized by 

a bouncy piano and impersonal lyrics.  
“February Seven”, the best song on the 
album, combines Avett sensibilities old 
and new.  Conversely, “Paul Newman 
vs. the Demons” doesn’t 
have a home on albums 
past, present, and hope-
fully future. It’s the only 
real misstep in their 
newest effort. Despite 
the  obvious bravery in 
trying to step outside of 
their self-created niche, 
it just doesn’t work. Call 
me old fashioned, but 
distorted guitar is almost sacrilege on 
an Avett album.

The Carpenter continues the Avett’s 
trend towards the mainstream. While 
their sound is more professional and 
their song structure stronger, their mu-
sical signature seems to be slipping 
away.  Their lyrics have always been 
borderline schmaltzy, but the earnest-
ness and imperfection had always 
been able to resonate with fans. It’s 
their willingness to change that makes 
this an interesting album well worth 
your time. 

Grizzly Bear
Shields
Connor O’Brien

After a short hiatus, Brooklyn-based 
Grizzly Bear has returned with a stellar 
new record that may be their best. In 
the past, Ed Droste and company al-
ways had a penchant for the ambient 
that pervaded most of their music to 
great effect. On Shields, the boys have 
not forgotten their roots, but defi nitely 
don’t want to make music that causes 
people look at their feet and shuffl e 
back and forth anymore. 

The album is very percussive, as 
evidenced by lead-off track “Sleep-
ing Ute.” It makes you jerk your head 
back and forth like you’re listening to 
a Parliament song or a Rick James 
Jam. At times, guitarist Daniel Rossen 
uses the tried-and-true trick of using 
his rhythmic strumming on his guttural 
acoustic to tap your toes. However, the 
true element that makes this album 
great is the fact that the band fi nally 
unlocked the secret weapon of Chris-
topher Bear’s drumming. We got a pre-
view of his prowess on “Two Weeks,” 

but in 2012 he’s defi nite-
ly the MVP. “Yet Again,” 
“A Simple Answer,” and 
“What’s Wrong” do a 
great job of showcasing 
his skills, which in turn 
lets everyone else really 
explore the vast musical 
space they create. I highly 
recommend you pick up 
this record. It deserves to 

be enjoyed with no other stimuli. This 
is their most engaging record yet. Be 
aware though: it’s easy to get lost, and 
they don’t make it easy to fi nd an exit.

  Bob Dylan’s
  Renaissance

If you hang out with idiots, you may 
think that Bob Dylan hasn’t made 
any good music since the 70s. How-
ever, despite an admittedly awful 
vocal performance live, Dylan is still 
doing some amazing things on his al-
bums. With the help of his amazing 
backing band, he’s made some of 
the best music of his career since his 
critical and commercial comeback, 
1997’s Time Out Of Mind. Here’s the 
cream of the crop.

“Mississippi” – from Love & Theft 
(2001)

If you could only pick one from 
this list, this would be the song to 
choose. Perfectly blending Dylan’s 
stellar lyricism with his meticulously 
perfect band, this song about regret 
succintly encapsulates the new Bob.
“Things Have Changed” – from the 
Wonder Boys soundtrack (2000)

Outlining a change of heart from 
the beginning of his career, this 
song is about not letting things, good 
and bad, bother him anymore. His 
complacency works great with the 
Michael Douglas character in the 
movie, but even better for Dylan him-
self: “I used to care, but things have 
changed.”
“Dirt Road Blues” – from Time Out 
Of Mind (1997)

Rockabilly guitar and traditional 
song structure characterize this one. 
It represents the change in style 
which Bob tends to do every 10-15 
years or so. Everyone sounds great 
on this one, and it predates his later 
propensity for a six-minute plus song.
“Duquesne Whistle” – from Tem-
pest (2012)

The fi rst minute of this song is light 
and airy, like the seconds before the 
needle hits the grooves on a record. 
It’s a perfect lead in, and makes it 
that much more exciting when the 
drums and bass hit. Once again, ev-
eryone’s in top form.
“Thunder On The Mountain” – from 
Modern Times (2006)

A thumping bassline, awesome 
country guitar fl ourishes, and Bob 
Dylan singing about Alicia Keys. That 
should be enough.
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Gibson Merrick Michael Maurantonio

Brendan Moss
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